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PART I. THE DATA IN NUCLEAR FILES AND THEIR MANIPULATION

1 - INTRODUCTION

In the theory of nuclear reactors it has been that the neutron

population is essentially treated as a population of particles and con-

sequently the laws which govern such a population are only based on equa-

tions of balance as, for example, the diffusion or the transport equa-

tions.

The quantistic nature of the involved particles ant the interactions

of the neutrons with the matter of which the reactor is built up is

properly taken into account through the coefficients appearing in the

balance equations. Such coefficients are in fact calculated by means of

the microscopic and macroscopic cross sections which contain the full

information about the nuclear reactions between the neutrons and the

nuclei of the crossed material.

The corss sections for a given material are largely dependent upon

the energy of the exciting neutrons and the neutron spectra are different

for different type of reactors. Then, ve need of a subdivion of the to-

tal energy range in a set of groups for which the balance equations can be

written with the proper coefficients, averaged over prefixed intervals.

Each of the balance equations, must be connected to the other, through

some exchange coefficients which give the correct trasmission of neu-

tTons from one to other groups.

The starting point for this procedure in order tc arrive to the sy-

stem of differential equations for a reactor calculus, is a correct know-

ledge of the microscopic cross sections versus energy for the different

reactions of neutrons in each material.

Clearly, more fine is the subdivision in groups, a greater number of

groups must be adopted with a better description of the energy dependent

coefficients but with a larger number of differential equations to be

solved. The choice of the number of groups is therefore determined with
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an optimization critérium which cakes into account the type o£ reactor

which has been considered and thp. accuracy exigencies.

A number of three-four groups may be enough for a thermal reactor

while for a fast reactor a number of groups of about twenty to hundred

might be a good choice for calculations.

Due to the behaviour of the cross sections when we go up in the

energy scale, the total energy interval is normally divided in subintervals

equally spaced in lethargy. It has been seen that the maximum of energy

for neutrons in a reactor is about 15 MeV. So, the contents of the

Nuclear Data Files (NDF) generally covers the energy range from nearly 0

to li MeV.

The coefficients of the balance equations first requires to read from

NDF's the microscopic cross sections and some other parameters. Then,

in order to prepare s group library, we must average the mentioned data

over the flux of the considered reactor. In section 6/1 is given an

example of what may include a calculated group averaged library. By the

formulas there given for a generation of a group library, it will be clear

that we need to pick-up the cross sections from files, in a tabular form.

Then, the starting point to generate the group cross sections is the read-

ing of files of evaluated data. The file structure can be subdivided as

follows:

A) RESONANCE REGION, splitted in two part:

1- Resolved region (RR);

2- Unresolved region (UR);

B) THE CONTINUUM REGION.

For a given isotope, the cross sections depend not only by the energy

of the exciting neutrons, but also by the temperature of the crossed

material, because different temperatures conesponds to different thermal

agitation of nuclei and consequently different relative energies neutron-

target nucleus.

In a preparation of a group cross section library typical tempera-

tures and dilutions are considered (e.g. in the Russian library, briefly

called ABBN from the Author's names, are 0, 300, 900, and 2100 Kelvin

degrees, while the values considered for dilution are 0, 10, 100, 1000,

10000).

We want to look here some particular physical aspects of the cross

section manipulation before discussing of the numerical averaging formulas.

Some physical questions are very important to understand for a correct

manipulation of the files. The description of the general theories and

formalisms can be found in réf. /]-9/.

2 - THE RESOLVED RESONANCE REGION.

It has been learned that the description of cross sections in the

range of resonances may be given in the files in a two different ways:

through the resonance parameters or through a pointwise representation.

The representation through the resonance parameters is strongly

recommended /14/» especially when Doppler broadening and self shielding

factors must be calculated . We shall see the difficulties of the pointwise

reprentation in part II of the lectures.

Now, let us share the energy resonance range in two parts:the RESOLVED

resonance region and the UNRESOLVED resonance region and assume that our

file contains the resonance parameters. He want to examine some problems

related to the generation of the tabulated cross sections in the different

theoretical scheme of representation, i.e. the Single Level (SL), Multi-

level (ML) Breit-Wigner formalisms, or the Multilevel Reich-Moora 111

and Adler-Adler /8/ formalism with more than one fission open channel.

TABLE 1 gives an axa^ple of the parameters which are needed in the

resolved region for the SL Breit-Wigner representation. TABLE 2 gives

the same list in the case of a ML Breit-Wigner representation. The examples

refers to the structure of ENDF/B file 2. The symbols written over each

row are those assumed in the file to indicate the quantities. The complete

list of such symbols can be found in the report of ref. /9/. The index

which defines the selected formalism is LRF( l«SL,2=ML,3«Reich-Moore,4«

Adler-Adlar). The last one is in practice never used in the files; more-
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over it has been recently prepared some good conversion codes (in Karls-

ruhe by F.H.Frohner) foe Reich-Moore to Kapur-Peierls parameters 151.

It must be said that the main advantage of the Adler-Adler represente-

tion is given by the possibility to perform an analytical broadening of

cross sections when the temperature changes. But now, starting from Reich

-Moore parameters we can convert them in Kapur-Peierls and broad the

cross section in analytical way by means of the well known funtions

î (e,x) and X(e,x) /15/./16/. Both the Adler-Adler and the Kapur-Peierls

representation of the resonances permit an analytical Doppler broadening,

nevertheless, it must be noted that the widths are complex and lightly

energy dependent. The conversion must therefore be performed in more

than one energy point in order to have at least a good polynomial fit

of such an energy dependence of widths.

Let us recall some practical notices about the three most used repre-

sentations (LRF=1,2,3).

The origin of the discovery of the Breit-Wigner representation lies

in an analogy with the theory of resonance absorption and subsequent

emission of optical radiation by an atomic system. Breit and Wigner a-

dapted this time-dependent perturbation theory to the treatment of nu-

clear reactions giving rise to the formula that bears their name. In

spite of the fact that electromagnetic interaction is "weak" while nu-

clear interactions are "strong", both the phenomena get out a similar

formula. The reason is because both the reactions proceed through a re-

latively "long life" state: it is due to the weakness of the coupling

in electromagnetic case; in the nuclear case the strength of the nuclear

forces leads to a sharing of energy among the nucléons with a compound

nucleus formation and a long life due to the small probability of the

energy beingconcentrated in a mode that corresponds to disintegration

by an "open" (i.e. energetically allowed) channel (see introduction of

ref./5/).

In order to make easier the interpretation of the Breit-Wigner for-

mula in the Single Level (SL) an Multilevel (ML) approximation let us

look to the formulas as given in ref./9/ and shown in tables 3, 4. At

the low energy involved in the resolved resonance region, the only pos-

sible reactions are:

- ELASTIC SCATTERING (potential + resonance)

- RADIATIVE CAPTURE

- FISSION (only for fissile nuclei)

The elastic cross section is formally the most general and includes

three parts:

(1) Potential scattering (hard sphere scattering);

(2) Resonance scattering (compound nucleus elastic reaction)

(3) Interference between (1) and (2).

In order to better understand what is an interference among resonan-

ces, we may remenber the similar problem arising in a quadratic expres-

sion which can be written in a matrix form, e.g.:

(2x + 3y)2 = 4x2 + 9y2 + I2xy = (x y)

Here the interpretation of the central matrix is well known. It intro-

duces a metrication of the space (is a "metric" or a fundamental tensor

of the reference space) where the diagonal elements give the metric sca-

le on the axes, while the off-diagonal elements give the interference bet-

ween any couple of axis due to their "non-orthogonality". In fact, ortho-

gonality means independence among the reference axes.

For what concerns the resonances, the interference can exist ONLY AMONG

THE RESONANCES OF THE SAME SPIN AND PARITY. Then, only the resonances with

the same 1-quantum number and J can interfere. Now, let us consider how

are taken into account the interferential contributions in the ML Breit-

Wigner formalism. As in the quadratic example above, a matrix formalism

can be adopted to write down the formulas of table 3 and 4.

In order to see with a better evidence the interference given by the

off-diàgonal terms in the BW formula for the resonance scattering, we

note that by introducing the quantities:

DE.
J

E - E'.
J

(j=resonance index, ref./9/ for shifted energy E|)
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T

a. = DE. + i(T./2) ; a": =DE. - i(r./2) (*= complesx conjugate)
J J J J J J

(i= imaginary unit)

z. = I/a. 5 ,3 = 1/.3
u. = SQR(g.) x SQR(r .) x SQB(F .) = SQR(gr r )j
c(j,k) = u. u. simmetric matrix n-n (j ,k=l,2,. . . ,n resonances),

J K

we can write*the resonance part of the single or multilevel EW cross sec-
tion in the very synthetic form:

cross section for x-reaction = nJf2 Xz" C ZJ
where capital Z is the column vector of Z., Z- is the row vector of Z*
and the central (n.n)matrix C plays the role of the space metric with ele-
ments u. u. .
Th? square roots of the widths are called "REDUCED-WIDTH AMPLITUDES".
In the vector matrix vector product the contibution of the diagonal elements
give a sum of pure single level Breit-Wigner formulas, while the off-diagonal
elements give the interference between resonances.

The energy space is n-dimensioned with an axis for every width x. , for the
J

reaction x and resonance j , more or less orthogonal one to others, depending
upon the amount of interference among the resonances.
The matrix formalism can be extended to the potential scattering (I) by in-
troducing fictitiously the "dummy" widthes energy dependent for each 1-quan-
tum number.

I" = -2 E sin

a, = DE, = i(r

and DEI E cos
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so that, for example, the elastic cross section for a single isolated reso-

nance can be written as in TABLE 6.

The two expressions in TABLE 3,h and in TABLE 5 are perfectly equivalent but

the matrix form permits immediately to understand where the interferential

terms between the potential and resonance scattering arise.

When the interferential effects among the resonances are taken into account,

the ML formalism is needed, and the matrix form in this ease has a central

square-symmetric matrix C of dimension (n n) if n resonances are simultane-

ously assumed.

Clearly a coherence must exist between the adopted formalism to generate the

tabulated cross section and the formalism which was adopted to fit the expert

mental points of that cross section. The formalisms must be the same. A flag

number in the file advise us if SL or ML formalism must be used.

If we look to the multilevel term in TABLE k, we can find the single term of

summation as generated by the off-diagonal elements in the matrix représentai

tion given in TABLE >̂. For a better understanding we can subdivide the com-

plete hermitean expression in submatrices (TABLE 6) where the potential scat-

tering (submatrix A) and the resonance scattering (submatrix C), have the ma-

trices B and Tr (B) as interference. In the single level representation the

off-diagonal elener,ts of matrix C are normally put =0. So making, if the terms

of matrix B and Tr (B) are mantained, it happens that in some energy points

the calculated ELASTIC cross section becomes negative. Such an unphysical result

derives by the absence of the positive interferential terms in the hermitean

form, while the negative terms of matrix B are retained. This result shows

that the common SL formalism could be unadequate and is moreover wrong from

a theoretical point of view, at least for elastic reaction.

In the above observations, we have implicity accepted that the products of the

widths in the off-diagonal elements of matrix C, were "positive".

It is quite easy to see that positive result of the product of the reduced-

width amplitudes is only true for the elastic reaction. In effect, if we consi-

der an interferential term between two resonances of index j and k, the element

in row j and column k of matrix C must be written:

u. = SQR(p .) x SQR(r .) with an uncertaint in the algebric sign.
0 nj xj

For all the terms of the simmetrie matrix, wt have:

u.u. =SQR(r.) SQR(r4) SQR( r .) SQR(r ) and same sign uncertainty.
K j mt xj nj XK

In can be observed that the same random attribution of sign can be directly

attached to u., since on half of the generated sign is positive while the other
o

is negative, as shown in TABLE 7.

For elastic reactions, x= n and automatically a positive sign always results

for the pi'oduct u. • u . It is normally assumed that there is only one neutron
J k

channel, since, in the range of neutron nergy under consideration, mainly neu-

tron with 1=0 are expected to contribute.

For the reactions, two distinct cases must be considered, on the ba-

sis of the possible open channels of the reactions. They are:



THE CASE OF RADIATIVE CAPTURE. Such a reaction gives rise to a cascade of

possible jumps of nucléons to lover energy levels, vith gamma ray emission.

The number of possible channels is very high and consequently, on average,

the positive and negative interferential effects compensate one each other,

giving rise to a reaction equivalent to a Single Level mode without inter-

ference.

Then, THE CAPTURE REACTION IS ALWAÏS TREATED WITHOUT INTERFERENCE.

THE CASE OF FISSION. Such a reaction evolves normally through more than one

channel, at least two and even three-four channels. For the same resonance

level, each channel corresponds to a mutually exclusive mode of evolution

of the compound nucleus. Then, there is no interference among channels of

the same level but may exist among channels of different levels (for the

same reaction). To be more clear we may look to FIGURE 1 which represents

the reduced-width amplitudes as axex of a multidimensional space /10/ and

are orthogonal if referred to the same resonance level. The experimental

determination of the channel widths is very difficoult and in the files are

generally never given more than two fission widths. In TABLE 8 is possible

to see the data which we can find in a file of resolved region for a fissi-

le material, i.e. Pu-2Ul, with a two partial channels for fission and par-

tial widths GH1 and GF2 for each resonance.

The total fission width GF can be calculated by addition

GF = GF1 + GF2 (two open channels)

To give the two partial fission widths an alternative mode can be used as

in TABLE 9 where, together with the "total" fission width GF, the angle 6 is

given from which the two components can be calculated with the formula of

conversion from polar to rectilinear coordinates.

GF1 = GF cos 8

GF2 = GF sin 6

When the fission reaction is given for each resonance with the parameter of

two fission widths, the Reich-Moore formalism is normally requested to gene-

rate the cross section. The description of such formalism will not be repea-

ted here. It can be found in a paper by Reich and Moore 111 • We only note

that the radiative capture cross section is obtained by subtranctinp from

the total the elastic and the fission cross sections (see TABLE 10). Thus,

the accuracy of the resulting capture cross section is strictly related to

that of the multichannel fission reaction. From a practical point of view,

the file must contain a sequence of algefcrie signs which arise from the

products of the reduced widths defined above. We can see in TABLE 11 an

example of experimental results for U-233 obtained by a fit of experimental

data using the RM multilevel ?Tiproximation. The mentioned sequence of signs

appear under the column head B^B^g. In TABLE 8, the sequence of signs ap-

pears to be attached to the partial fission widths, but it must be clear

that they ARE NOT algebric signs of the partial widths, even if they produ-

ce in the calculations the correct sequence of positive and negative intei—

ferential effects among the resonances. A double sequence of signs is needed

«hen two fission channels are assumed. From the mathematical point of view

the uncertainty is due to the square root extraction on the widths. From a

physical point of view the sign attribution will derive from a positive or

negative interferential effect among the resonances. For a fixed set of

Y-signs it can be seen that the interference contribution along the energy

axis changes from destructive into constructive and viceversa. An example of

this typical behaviour is shown in the fission cross section curves of FIGURE

2. A two-level two-channel formula was used with a positive (curve l) and ne-

gative (curve 2) sign of gamma products y y . Both curves are partly above

and partly below the curve (3) obtained without taking into account the inter,

ferential effects (summation of pure BW).

Within the simple assumption of a two channel reaction, the two level formula

produces two possible interferential cross section values, due to different

choice of signs. As far as the numeber of the considered levels is increased,

the number of possible sign permutations also increases. Any fit of experimen_

tal data with a multilevel formula becomes more difficult, even if all the o-

ther resonance parameters are fixed.

The total nomber of possible sequences of signs can be easily deduced.Even

if a plus or minus sign has to be attached to every r's square root, it can

be directely attached to u: above defined because one half of the generated

signs is positive while the other is negative, as shown in TABLE 7.

The random attributions of signs to the elements of the "fundamental ten-

sor" does not modify its symmetric character. Then c (j k)=c(k j) ̂ nâ a

triangular set of elements may be determined in order to obtain the fi-

nal result. OBJ
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If n levels are considered, the indexes run from i to n and the to-

tal number of different elements to te examined is given by n(n-l-)/2.

The number of order distinguishable sequences of size n(n-l)/2 with repeti-

tion of two elements (+ and - ) , is given by 2+[n(n-lQ /2/

It corresponds to the possible sets of non-diagonal terms vith different se-

quence of signs.

But it must be observed that, due to the fact that each element c(jk) is ob-

tained by a product of two factors of index j and k respectively! the sign

attribution is not completely free, once the signs of the factors SQR(r ) have

been assigned. More precisely, the free and bound elements are so distributed:

total = free + bound

n(n-l)/a = (n-1) + (n-2) (n-l)/2

An example of the case n=3 is shown in TABLE 12, where a maximum number of

four possible distinct sequences is extractable from the total number of sign

sequences for the square root of capital gammas.

Due to the special nature of the elements c(jk), only 2+(n-l) distinguishable

ordered sequences of signs can be obtained for the non diagonal elements of the

matrix. In the example of TABLE 12 we can verify the prediction; the same signs

are obtained from sequences no. 1 or 8, 2 or 7, 3 or 6, h or 5, and our predic-

tion about the free elements is so checked.

The above considerations concerning the dependence of a multilevel cross sec-

tion upon the choice of the signs of the reduced width amplitudes regards

only the resonance reactions via compound nucleus and do not involve the poteri

tial scattering and the phase shift.

It is evident that the experimental data of cross sections must be fitted vith

the best sequence (e.g. in the least square sense) of signs for the products

of the reduced width amplitudes.

Some important questions arise in connection with the mentioned freedom in

the sequence of signs. The consequences in the energy by energy calculation

of cross section are not negligible because they produce different in-

terferential effects. Only when a very large number of channels are open,

the interferential effects tend to elide one another. Moreover, when a

large number of level must be treated, according to a Bethe's assumption

/5,P.302i{ the average cross section within a finite energy interval can be

284 obtained assuming a random sign for the reduced amplitudes.

Such an assumption does not define the influence of sign distribution on the

cross section values in each energy. Thus, the following problems were inve-

stigated /12/ which are particularly important:

a) The evaluation of amount of uncertainty in the cross section value, due to

the random signs of the width amplitudes and its variability as a function

of excitation energy.

b) The comparison between the arthmetic mean of all the cross section values at

a given energy and the value obtained without interference among the reso-

nances. The comparison must be made also with regard to a variable number of

levels.

c) The search for the frequency density of cross section values in any fixed

neutron energy.

d) The investigation of the sensitivity of the calculated cross section to the

choice of signs. The sensitivity changes at different energies; thus, it can

be useful to foresee the energy ranges of maximum sensitivity in order to

pick up energy values where the sequences of y-signs can better be deter-

mined by a fit.

e) The verification of the vanishing in the mean of the interference terms,

whenever a great number of levels is considered (as it happens for suffi-

ciently high energy /21,t>.60/, /3,p.396/).

In FIGURE 3 we can see the uncertainty band of U-233 cross section for the

fission reaction described with a MLBW formalism and one open channel. A re-

duced range of energy is plotted; the parameters of twelve resonances were

used in calculations, as given in TABLE 11 shown above.

The figure shows that the amount of uncertainty of the point a) may be very

large. In the next FIGURE h we can see the relative amplitude of uncertainty

in the same energy range. The arrows show the position of the levels. The

maximum spread of cross sections is at the middje between resonances.

For what concerns the point b) the calculations have shown that the value

without interference is exactly the arithmetic mean of all the possible in-

terferential values. Over a large number of resonances, such a conclusion

makes valid the hypothesis of point e).

For problem of point c) the frequency function of all the possible cross sec-

tion values due to different choice of the sign sequences appear to be very

variable with the neutron energy. In FIGUEE 5 are plotted the frequency



grams of cross section values at energies of resonances (upper) and at inter-

mediate values between the same two resonances (lower). The calculations were

made by a set of 15 resonances not corresponding to a real case. A theoreti-

cal study of such distributions could contribute to solve the problem of point

d) for a practical use in the determination of the multilevel cross section

parameters.

Let us now summarize the main problems to take mind when we generate a cross

section from a Nuclear Data File in the resolved region, starting from the

resonance parameters:

1) The elastic cross section may become negative in some energy points on the

left of the resonances when a SL formalism is used and the interference

between the resonance and potential scattering is added in calculations.

Negative values quite easily appear at very low energies, i .e . near the

thermal value.

2) The non e l a s t i c cross sec t ions , at the energies on the l e f t of each l e v e l ,

increase as l / v . This i s due t o the fact tha t the neutron wavelenght i s

proport ional t o 1/SQR(E) and the neutron width i s proportional to SQR(E),

as i t i s evident for the s-waves -vhere r *-roxSQR(E). The squared wave-

lenghts has a factor 1/E which i s compensated in e l a s t i c reaction by the

product of neutron widths T ' s , but i s only p a r t i a l l y compensated in non

e l a s t i c where only one neutron width appear in the numerator whereas e .g .

the capture width i s p rac t i ca l constant with the energy. Then, the f i l e s

s t a r t normally from an energy not lower than about 1E-5 eV for tabulated

cross sec t ions . As a re la ted problem, i t happens t h a t , i f in the experi-

ments some resonances were los t (for example because too narrow), the i r

l / v contr ibut ion a t thermal energy cannot appear in the calculated cross

sec t ion . Consequently, we shal l find some discrepancies between the expe_

rimental and calcula ted thermal cross sect ion, the l a s t one being gene-

r a l l y underestimated. A l /v t a i l must be a r t i f i c i a l l y added in order t o

normalize the calculated t o the experimental values at the Maxwellian most

probable ve loc i t y , i . e . 2200 m/sec or 0.0253 eV at room temperature.

In the f i l e s , the correct ion for the loss of a l / v contr ibution i s generally

obtained with the a r t i f i c i a l introduction of a bound leve l at a negative ener-

gy. The creat ion of such a resonance has many degrees of freedom because ener-

gy and widths can be freely chosen. The evaluator generally assumes a distance

from the f i r s t l eve l of about one average spacing <D> and the average capture

width. Then, the neutron and f iss ion widths are usually determined. An alge-

br ic equation of second degree must be solved; in TABLE 13 i s described the

procedure which may be adopted.

The l i s t of code RINEG for such calcula t ion i s given in APPENDIX. I t i s wr i t -

ten in Basic language for a desk ca lcula tor (Ol ive t t i P/6066).

I t must be remembered t h a t the l / v t a i l a l so gives a contr ibut ion t o the r e -

sonance i n t e g r a l . This calculat ion wi l l be considered in the next sect ion.

3 - THE UNRESOLVED RESONANCE REGION

Going up in t he energy scale the resolut ion power of the instruments for the

experimental determination of cross sect ions becomes lower and the resonances

become wider and tend t o overlap one t o the o thers .

Then, i t i s impossible t o resolve the resonances, and t o separate one from the

others . The ca lcula t ion of cross sections can be made on the bas i s of average

values of widths and the knowledge of strenght functions for s-and p-waves.

The " s t a t i s t i c a l model" used in the ca lcula t ion will" not be repeated here.

We want only pay a t t en t ion t o some p r a t i c a l aspects of the ca lcu la t ions .

The formulas giving the cross sections can be seen i l TABLE lU and 15, t a -

ken from r e f . / 9 / .

The ca lcula t ion of the r a t i o of widths appearing in the formulas requires the

determination of average values of widths and of the factors R which

are known as fluctuation in tegra l s for capture , f iss ion and e las t i c s c a t t e -

r ing . These factors ar ise from the f luctuat ionof the resonance widths which

are not costant but have a d i s t r i bu t ion depending upon the number of open

channels for the reaction considered, and upon the number of degrees of f r e -

edom for the decay reaction of the compound nucleus. The dis t r ibut ion takes

the name of PORTER-THOMAS DISTRIBUTION (FIGURE 6) and as been discussed in

other l e c tu re s .

Thus, associated with each of these i n t e g r a l s , there i s the number of degrees

of freedom for each of the average widths.

In the calculat ion of the cross sect ion with the s t a t i s t i c a l model, i t has

assumed t h a t , in a given energy i n t e r v a l , there i s a number of resonances

with t h e i r average width and a fixed average spacing <D>. This i s not actual

ly cor rec t , because also the spacings f luc tuate with a law which takes the 285



name of WIGNER DISTRIBUTION (FIGURE 7). But it has been seen that, in practi-

ce, the spacing fluctuations do not influence appreciably the calculation of

cross sections. Thus we can see that an unweighted average D appears in the

denominator of the given formulas.

The average values of widths and of resonance spacing D are normally deduced

from the resonances in the resolved region. This evaluation is quite criti-

cal and must again take into account the statistical distribution of these

parameters for a correct determination of the average values. In particular,

the value of <D> largely influences the calculated cross section which is

inversely proportional to it. Then, some adjusted values of average D are

often obtained from the experimental information about the cross sections in

the unresolved region.

For what concerns the calculation of the fluctuation integrals, it is often

used in calculation a table of probability over which the neutron and fission

widths are to be weighted. In fact, one/two degree of freedom (=one/two chan-

nels) are assumed for fission width. The capture width on the contrary, is

assumed without fluctuation, because, as observed above, a very large number

of channels corresponding to the gamma-rays cascade are open, and the Porter-

Thomas distribution tends to become a Dirac's delta function. We can see on

FIGURE 6 the Porter-Thomas distribution for different degrees of freedom. It

is of the chi-square type.

As a practical example of cross section calculation in the unresolved region

we give here a list of a code written in basic language for Olivetti P/6066

computer which permits to follow very well the cross section calculations.

The weighting probability for one to four degrees of freedom appears in

the list as an "internal file" of data (see the statements 80-130 of the

<GRESO> code).

An example of the structure of a Nuclear Data File in the unresolved region

can be shown in TABLE 16 where the symbols of the data are those used in the

rules of ENDF/B file. It can be seen that there is the indication of the num-

ber of degrees of freedom used in the neutron width distribution (AMUN =< 2)

and in the fission width distribution (AKUF=<1(). The average fission width

may be energy dependent and a set of values in prefixed energy points, with

an interpolating law (parameter INT) must be given.

288 A faithfull image of the file ENDF/B in unresolved region is shown in TABLE 17.

h - IMPORTANT DATA: AVERAGE SPACING AND RESONANCE INTEGRALS.

The statistical theory we have mentioned above, clearly shews that the exact-

ness of cross section in the unresolved region is largely determined by the

exactness of the average spacing which we have evaluated from the resolved

region. The greatest difficulties for this determination are given by the

following items:

1) The loss of resonances made by experimenters, due to the low resolution

power of the experimental apparatus (e.g. time of flight method).

Generally a threshold width exists below whiwh it is impossible to see a

resonance. The p-wave resonances, which have a narrower neutron width, ve-

ry often cannot be seen at low energy. But when a narrcw width is measured

at low energy, it may be difficult to decide if the resonance belongs to

the s- or p-ware type.

Some theorical criteria, based on the Bayes theorem of probability calcu-

lus, are used for an auxiliary indication of the more uncertain cases /°.3/.

The "BAYES TEST" for resonances is based on the knowledge of the strength

functions for L=0 and L=l neutron waves /17/- Systematic studies of the

behaviour of the strengths functions for different isotopes, give a supply

mentary help to these determinations.

Anyway, the correct determination of the lower threshold is never univocal-

ly determined. The use of statistical methods based on the controll of the Por

ter-Thomas1 width distribution, is largely employed for this determina-

tion. The most recent methods make use of the maximum likelihood princi

pie to obtain the average neutron width and average spacing <D> /J.8/.

2) The average spacing <D> must be deduced by a "pure" sequence of L=0 re-

sonances. It is practically very difficoult to distinguish with a high

degree of probability if a resonance belongs to the set of the L=0, 1 or

3 neutron waves, expecially when the width is narrow and the j of the re

sonance cannot be attributed with certainty.

3) One of the most used method to evaluate the real number of s-wave reso-

nances that there would be in resolved energy range, is the one which takes

the name of "KISSING LEVEL ESTIMATOF" /19/ which is based on the standard

hypothesis that all the resonances which belong to the left tail of the

Porter-Thomas distribution and covering l/k of the total area, are lost.

This idea permit to evaluate an estimated increased number of resonances

in our energy range.



The application of the Missing Level Estimator test may be shown even on

a desk calculator.

When all the aL^-e conditions have been checked and the best "pure sequence"

of resonances was obtained, the common way to obtain the ave-age spacing

<D> is the "linear fit" of the so called "staircase" which x0 <-•*.,» the num-

ber of resonances versus their energy position. If resonances are not lost,

a straigth line would fit quite well the staircase. See the FIGURES 8, 9 and 10

to realize the difficulties of a good interpretation of a real case.

Let us now apply to the other problem of the RESONANCE INTEGRAL calculation.

In the reactor theory you will see the important role played by the resonance

integrals (capture and fission). They 'Strictly influence the resonance escape

probability, i.e. one of the four factors which is responsible of the reactor

critieality.

From the discussion of the cross section generation by the resonance parameters

in the files, it is evident theat the calculation of a resonance integral re-

quires a numerical procedure of integration.

The formulas which generate the cross sections from the resonance parameters,

weighted over a flux 1/E, actually give rise to a not integrable expression.

Ti.is limitation is avoided only if a single level Breit-Wigner formula is used.

In that case an analytical solution to the resonance integral have been found

1221. In TABLE 18, the formulas (see ref. /23/) are given which solve the pro-

blem. In other cases when a ML formalism must be used, it should be needed

to perform a numerical integration for a correct solution of the problem.

Neverthless, in many practical computations the ML parameters can be used

ns they be of SL type and the analytical integration may again be perfor-

med with a negligible error. This is often true because the numerical in-

tegration may be affected by a large error, due to a bad tabulation of cross

section in the presence of a large number of narrow resonances.

The problem of a correct integration of a cross section, weighted over a

given flux, is very critical in the resonance region. It largely dépendu

upon the goodness of tabulation and the number of points which can be accep-

ted by the capability and the speedness of the used computer. The conver-

gence critérium based on the decreasing difference between two successive

calculations with ticker grid of energy points is not always correct. The

evaluation of the absolute error may be impossible. We shall see later, in

Part II, the difficulties of a pointwise representation of the resonances.

A contribution to the resonance integral comes both from the resonances in

the resolved region and, in negligible part, from the unresolved region. An

approximate evaluation of the resonance integral coming from the resonances

at an energy higher than about 1 eV, has been given by Walker /20/. Another

approximation of the same Author has been given for the evaluation of the

contribution of the unresolved part of resonances. Even if more sophistica-

ted calculations were made, it is a good rule to check the results with

those approximations. In TABLE 19 and 20 ve give the formulas of the origi-

nal report.

The lower limit of the resonance integral starts normally from 0.5 eV wich

is the Cadmium cut-off for thermal neutrons? In some exceptional case a light

smaller limit (e.g. 0.1*7) is taken, .mainly if a resonance has the peak around

that limit. When the experimental and calculated integrals do not coincide

and are too much different, a revision of the resonance parameters or of the

experimental conditions are needed. A wrong attribution of p-waves to the

s-wave resonances may be responsible of errors. The evaluated files are gene-

rally prepared taking into account the comparison of caloulated and experimen-

tal data. Nevertheless, it may happen that a correction to the calculated cross

section must be applied, in order to reproduce the resonance integral, the

thermal cross section or to correct a Single Level set of resonance parameters,

when a more proper MultiLevel set should indeed be necessary.

The so called "'background" cross section is then given in the files, for

some energy ranges where a compensation is needed. The background is always

given pointwise vith an interpolation law (generally linear) beetveen any

pair of points. The background is temperature independent being essentially

flat in any interval and must be added to the cross section calculated from

the parameters. II makes also positive the elastic cross section, when Sin-

gle Level formalism may cause negative values for the reasons we have ex-

plained above.

5 - THE CONTINUUM REGION

It is generally around 10 keV that the cross sections become smooth lines

without fluctuations. Consequently, the cross sections ere gj.tn in a poin-

twise mede in Nuclear Data Files. The statistical model cannot be applied

with good results to calculate the cross sections. Z87
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The OPTICAL K)DEL calculation is generally adopted for theoretical prevision

of the cross section values. The nucleus is seen as a transparent body cros-

sed by the neutron, with a partitioned probability of transmission, absorp-

tion and reflection, like in the optical laws for the ligth. Thus, an expo-

nential law with a complex potential which taVes into account the absorp-

tion, will appear in the model.

It is not our aim to describe this model. What is importait to note is the

fact that other reaction iannels begin to be open. Inelastic cross section

begin to appear as soon as the excitation energy of the neutron makes possi-

ble the decay of the compound nucleus vith an emission of one or more neutrons.

Going up in the energy scale, say beyond the MeV, other emission processes

are successively open, also with the emission of charged particles.

It has been explained in other lectures that the files must contain informa-

tion on the INELASTIC CROSS SECTION for the compound nucleus levels and infor-

mation about the angular distribution of the emitted secondary neutrons. We

shall only repeat here that the angular distribution may be given in two forrs:

a) trough a pointwise tabulation of the angular probability emission or through

the coefficients of the Legendre polynomials which fit such a distribution.

To have a more concrete idea of the behaviour of cross sections in the to-

tal interval of interest for reactors, we may look to the following FIGU-

RES 11 to ll* which reproduce the elastic, capture, total and inelastic cross

section for the fission product Pd-105-

The evaluation has been performed in the Nuclear Data Laboratory in the Bo-

logna Center of ENEA, the Italian Committee for Nuclear Energy.

Clearly appear the three regions with a l/v part for capture (and total),

the resonance region and the continuum. The inelastic cross section starts

at a threshold anergy and is possible to distinguish the opening of the suc-

cessive inelastic channels for higher energies of excitation.
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6 - GROUP AVERAGING FORMULAS AND SELF-SHIELDING FACTORS

The process which carries out to the preparation of a group cross sec-

tion library, puts in evidence that we always need to average the cross

sections and other parameters over the proper reactor flux (see figs. 15-18).

Thus, we shall now look to the formulas for a standard averaging over

a small number of energy groups, say the ones of tha 26-group Russian li-

brary by Abagyan et al. (briefly ABBN), whose upper limits are: 10.5, 6.5

4.5, 2.5, 1.4, 0.8, 0.4, 0.2 MeV, 100, 46.5, 21.5, 10, 4.65, 2.15, 1 keV,

465, 215, 100, 46.5, 21.5, 10, 4.65, 2.15, 1, 0.465 eV, thermal.

The source of microscopic data for the calculations of the averaged values

may be a file which gives the cross section in a tabular form, e.g. the

UK Nuclear Data File (UKNDL). For the self-shielding factors in the unre-

solved regir-n, the resonance average parameters are required for the rea-

sons which will be later explained. Then, ENDF/B file can be used in such

a case.

2. GROUP AVERAGING FORMULAS

a) The averaging procedure of microscopic cross sections implies the choice

of weighting functions. For the groups 1 to 25, the same choice as in Che

ABBN library was adopted. More precisely, the weighting fission spectrum

utilized in the first three groups is the following:

X(E) - 0.4527 exp(-E/0.965) sinh '2.29E

1. THE LIBRARY QUANTITIES

The calculated group constant list includes generally:

a) the microscopic cross sections

, total
, elastic
, elastic removal
, inelastic

a
e

a
r

0.
m

o , fission
o , capture

b) the parameters
v , the average number of neutrons per fission
y , the average cosine of the elastic scattering in the lab System
Ç , the average lethargy increment in elastic scattering
v , ^, the average cosine of the elastic scattering at which a transfer

into the next lower group occurs
c) the self-shielding factors, temperature and dilution dependent:

f , for the total cross section
f , for the elastic cross section
f , for the fission cross section
f , for the capture cross section
c

In the groups 4 to 25, the 1/E weighting flux was assumed. It is

well known that the 1/E flux refers to an infinite dilution of the considered

isotopes or natural elements in the reactor mixture.

The basic temperature of the microscopic data in the UK tile is 300

"K for the isotopes and elements listed above, with the exception of B-ll,

Na-23, Ni, Pu-239 which are given at zero Kelvin degrees.

The problem of the temperature and dilution dependence will be

discussed in the next section.

The average cross section for the x-reaction in the group g is

calculated by the formula

"x(E)*(E)dE

*(E)dE

(1)

where •(E'1 '•* the weighting function and x stands for total, elastic,

inelastic, , _sion and capture reaction. 4M



The removal cross section refers to the elastic process only and is

calculated sunning up the elements of the elastic scattering matrix for the

transfer to the lower energy groups.

The inelastic cross section includes the (n,2n) reaction, .Then, we

have for the mean values in each group g and for the g -*g" transfer

The quantities p and Ç will be obtained weighting both over

and the angular distributions for elastic scattering. The last ones

are given in the center of mass system (CM) in the UKNDF.

The integrals over the angular distributions are calculated first,

and the following energy dependent quantities are obtained:

n,n n,2n

0 8 -g' . a 8 - f + a8 +8
1

in n,n' n,2n

, (E) -

+A2+1

d O e(E,u c)

d£i

Due to the double particle emission in the (n,2n) reaction, it

will be observed that

"1 da (E.p )

V °n,2n °n,2n

The group cross sections as well as the elements of all the scatter-

ing matrices were calculated with the GALAXY code 111.

Finally, the cross sections here given in the 26th group correspond

to the values read in the file for the most probable velocity 2200 m/sec,

0.0253 eV, of the thermal Haxwellian spectrum, at room temperature.

b) The group average values of v were also weighted over the 4(E)

function. Then, the expression for the group value of v is:

whare,

oe(E)

• man number of the target nucleus

2 2

• (A-l) /(A+l) maximum energy loss fraction

" cosine of elastic scattering in CM system

" total elastic scattering cross section at energy E

differential elastic scattering cross section at energy E and

cosine 11 .

j v(E)$(E)dE

<|>(E)dE
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The fraction (1+Au )/(2Ay +A +1) 3 is the cosine scattering angle

ML in the LS system.

Finally, the above defined quantities are averaged in the groups.

Then, we have the formulas:



h
g . s

f
g

f.ç(E),f,(E)dE
,B . J_

[ +(E)dE

where a and 6 are the cosine limit values in the CM system at which a

transfer to the nearest group is possible.

For the group division and the target nuclei here involved, the

a(E) values resulted to be always equal -1 , while the energy dependence

of 6(E) is given by

B(E) -47

The calculations were carried out through the code MUXIL /3/ that

is based on the formulas given in the CHAD report /4/.

For what concerns the quantity p,. . , which refers to the slowing

down (index d) in the next lowest group, the isotopes of Boron, Carbon and

Oxygen were the only ones considered from the given list.

Some modifications are required in the above formulas for the U g

calculations.

The condition that only transfer from group g to group g+1 is

to be considered, may cause a reduction of the (-1,+!) integration interval

for the u variable. In other words, the energy dependent cosine for the

slowing down to the nearest group u_. is given by

da(E,u

—dfl

do(E,Uc)
duc

"(E)

R(E)
Q(E)

with

^low * t'le l ° u e 8 t energy boundary of the group g .

The group averaging procedure must now take into account the fact

that the weighting function <p (E) is reduced by a fraction

Pg(E)

S(E)

a(E)
d"c

which represents the probability that a neutron of energy E

g will be scattered to the group g+1 .

Then, the final expression for u ,. •. is

in the group
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*(E)dE

"d<e>

!«s •(E)dE

• (E)dE

where t is the total macroscopic cross section of the mixture.

If we define:

N - the number densicy of the resonant nuclei

a " the total cross section of the resonant isotope

Sm - the sum of the total macroscopic cross section of the other

isotopes in the mixture

aQ » — the dilution parameter,

we have,

The MUDE code /S/ was prepared for the calculation of p,, . ,

starting from the differential and total elastic cross sections of the UKNDF.

Then, the effective cross section a in a group g aa a function

of the dilution parameter a and temperature T is given by
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3. SELF-SHIELDING FACTORS

a) General definition!

It ii well known that in the neighborhood of a cros» section reso-

nance line the flux i» very quickly diminished.

In other words,' each resonance of any nucleu» shields the resonances

of identical nuclei, depending upon two quantities:

i) the dilution of the considered nuclei in the reactor mixture, hero

assumed to be homogeneous ;

ii) the temperature in the mixture and the consequent Doppler broadening

of the resonances.

Ir the "narrow resonance approximationu(NRA) , such a reduction is

taken into account assuming as weighting flux in the resonance region

dE

dE

Thus, it can easily be recognized that

being Au the lethargy interval of the group.



Since the resonance widths are much «mailer than the group interval

and their number within the group is sufficiently large in practical cases,

the above "infinite dilution" cross section is temperature independent and

is equal to the group cr; JS section defined in Section 2.

Finally, the self-shielding factors for the elastic (f ), capture

(fc) and fission (ff) reactions are the following:

f.*»o.T>

O|(CO.T)

As explained in the ABBN library, the total self-shielding factor

is better defined by

dE

o(.(E,T)+o,

fi—*-
' I t

Briefly, one can say that the reason for the above definition lies

in the exigency of a correct preservation in the group of the neutron total

mean free path which is the quantity to be weighted in the averaging process.

The above expression for 0^(0 ,T) in the brackets may be better

understood by writing

a«(co.t>
mixture

•NX
mixture

being and X* the macroscopic cross section and total
mixture 'mixture

mean free path in the mixture.

b) Temperature dependence

The temperature effects are taken into account by Ooppler broadening

the resonance cross sections. Since the TJKNDF gives a tabulated list of the

cross section values at a fixed temperature, a numerical broadening procedure

was adopted in the resolved resonances region by means of the TEMPO code /6/.

A different procedure must be adopted in the unresolved region where

fluctuating or smoothed average values of cross sections are only given in

UKNDF. The mean level spacing and widths of resonance! and also information

as to the statistical distribution functions of these quantities are required

in this procedure. Since such information is not released in UKHDF, ENDF/B

values were used in the calculations.

The resonance cross sections, which appear in formula (1) for the

group cross section definition, were obtained by superposition of single-

-level resonance sequences of different t and J quantum Slumbers.

Within every I and J-sequence, the spacing between successive

resonances and the radiation widths were assumed constant and equal to the

mean values "5. and 7 .

The neutron and fission widths rn(i,J) and rf(t,J) were generated

instead from the Porter-Thomas distribution function around the assigned mean

values. As provided in ENOF/B, the degrees of freedom in the distribution

function were 1 or 2 for r and 1 to 4 for rf • 2S3



The interferential term between the potential and resonance elastic

cross section was taken into account and the Doppler broadening was performed

by means of the well known ¥(Ç,JC) and x(5.*) functions /7/.

On this basis, group cross lections and self-shielding factors in the

unresolved region were calculated by means of the ONREC code, whose descrip-

tive report /8/ includes details and comments on the formalism.
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7 - ELASTIC AMD INELASTIC SCATTERING. AVERAGE COSINE

The formulas vhich we have given as an example of what we need in a prepa-

ration of a group library, show that some double integrals are to be made

for the angular dependence of the elastic cross section when the average

cosine of scattering and the average lethargy increment at each energy E

must lie obtained.

In particular, the cosine limit value in the CM system at which a transfer

to the nearest group is possible, must be determined.

In other words, we must be able, for each neutron which happens to fall in

a given group, to recognize the starting upper group of provenience. This

may be a very cumbersome work if we have not a simple set of scattering fcr

mulas extendend to tb.2 more general case of the inelastic reaction when the

excitation energy Q. of the inelastic reaction enters in the balance of the

scattering process.

The present section will therefore be devoted to this problem, with the de-

velopment of a very compact formalism for inelastic scattering, from vhich

the forward and backward neutron energy, before and after the inelastic col-

lision can be predicted. The elastic collision will be a particular case of

the inelastic one, with the level energy Q.-0.
J

THE KINEMATIC LAWS for collision between two particles as neutron-nucleus,

may be written with reference to the Center of Mass (CM) or Lab. System

(LS).

A cross section for ELASTIC SCATTERING reaction is a function of the excita-

tion energy Eo-, of neutron in the lab system and the energy of the emitted

neutron after collision in the same system is related to the angle or to the

cosine \i of the scattering angle 0, between the two directions of the neutron

velocity before and after collision. The three quantities Ee, E and u are thus

strictly related one to each other, according to the principles of energy and

momentum conservation for the total system neutron + target nucleus.

In the case of INELASTIC SCATTERING a supplementary quantity must be taken into

account which is indicated as Q. in the CM system and corresponds to the j-level
J

of the target nucleus exited after collision.
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In order that the supplementary energy Q- will enter in the balance, it is

clearly needed that the neutron energy exceeds at least the energy of the

first excited state of the nucleus. As an indication, in the light nuclei

the energy of the first level is about 1 MeV, whiJe for the heavy nucley is

about 0.1 MeV. We can thus regard an energy of about 100 keV as the lower

limit for a reaction of inelastic scattering. Below this limit the slowing

down of the neutrons to the thermal energy is mainly obtained by means of

elastic scattering.

In the study of the scattering on the basis of the mechanical laws of col-

lision it is convenient to assume the Center of Mass (CM) system as a refe

rence, better than the Lab. System (LS). The reasons are the following:

a) The center of mass is always on the line joining the center of the two

particles, so that the motion is always directed toward the CM before and

outward the CM after collision (i.e. change of sign).

b) The modulus of velocity does not change from before to after collision

(changes the sign) and is inverse proportional to the masses.

c) The motion lies on a plane, while it should be in the tridimensional spji

ce if the Lab System is used.

d) In the CM system the elastic scattering at low energy is practically is£

tropic, i.e. the outgoing neutrons are observed from the CM with a con-

stant density on any sphere around it.

The formulas for the elastic scattering are here given to point out the chan

ge needed in the case of inelastic scattering, when a quantic level is exci-

ted with a consequent emission of a gamma ray.

The energy Q. of the excited level is normally given in the CM system and is

then equal to the "threshold energy" of the excited level (E ) . in the Lab
T/ll J

System multiplied the reduced mass m =A/(A+1), where A=mass of the target nu

cleus and l=neutron mass.

The conversion from LS to CM system is easily performed taking into account

the above point b) and depends upon the reduced mass as follows:
Energy in LS incident mass 1

Energy in CM reduced mass

Q. is normally given in CM system because the formulas for the scattering are

given in the same system. Thus, a quite similar form is assumed by the formu-

las for elastic and inelastic scattering respectively.

We shall here present in parallel the mentioned formulas in a way which is

particularly useful for the preparation of a group library. In fact, for the

calculation of the average cosine of scattering in a group, it is needed a

prediction of both the final energies after,in the case that energy before

collision is known and viceversa the prediction of the starting energies

(i.e. the starting group) when the final energy .(i.e. the ending group) is

known.

The obtained formulas have a high level of simmetry for both the cases. In

the following pages we shall collect all the notations and formulas.

We start with some general news.

THE CHANGE OF REFERENCE SYSTEM FOR DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS

Let it be:

e = subindex for "elastic"

i = subindex for "inelastic"

1 = mass of neutron

A = mass of the target nucleus (neutron mass = l)

E Q = initial neutron energy before collision (Lab System)

E = final neutron energy after collision (Lab System)

Vc = cos if ($ = scattering angle in Center of Mass System)

L = cos * (6 = scattering angle in Laboratory System)

ELASTIC INELASTIC (see /I/)

E A2K2E A2 2Auc + 1

E
o

K = 1

(1)

(2)

2AKuc+l

(A+ I ) 2

E- A

with E.
"LS " CM

and Q > 0
CM

The following re l a t ions exs is t between uTand ii_

(1)
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ELASTIC

2Ap

(3)e

(3)e
E A + 1

L

INELASTIC

(A2K2 -

/ E AKp + 1
u: = / o Mc

Jj ~ ~ " ~ - ^ — ^ — —

E A + 1

In literature is used
E

AK " T = E A* - QA(A+1)

from the above relations, taking into account that i t must be

we obtain (calculating dp./dp ) , in the elastic case:

6 (p c )

A2-l
(PL)

Then, the following data are given for inelastic ascattering:
1 - Q., i . e . the energy of the j-excited level in CM system.
2 - For every Q. there is a tabulated "exitation function" or a o. (E )

J J
for a set of E.> Q..

K J
3 - The same set of E is given for all the j-level in the common energy

K

range.

U - All tht o.

gular dependence of scattering: i.e. we may think that inelastic colli-

sion dumps so much the exitation energy to reproduce - after collision -

the condition of elastic scattering at low energy. Thus, the maximum loss

of energy per collision is

are ISOTBQPIC IN THE CM SÏSTEM for what concerns the an-

ELASTIC

E > E

INELASTIC

/ÂK
E > E . = Enan c

- l\

A + 1

The cosine p in CM is a function of E , t, i.e.

1 (A
o

+ 1)2 -

2A

(1 + A)2 £ (A + I)2 - (1
Eo

2AK

A similar procedure for inelastic scattering

where the fraction on the right hand is the mentioned ratio obtained by de-

rivation of formula (3)e.

A similar operation gives us the corresponding foraula for the inelastic ca-

se.

For the caluclation of the average cosine of inelastic scattering from an ar

bitrary group to the next one, let us assume to start from UK Nuclear Data

2«| Library

The above formulas make use of K(E ) ,

with E = energy BEFORE collision,
o

We may also make use of another function K"(E)

with E = energy AFTER collision.

In formula (l) we started from the knowledge of K"(E ) , to obtain E, once
E is known,
o

Let now try to make the inverse process, i.e. E is known and we want to ob-

tain E as a function of p , the scattering cosine in CM system.

The maximum and minimum energy transfer in the collision is given for



for maximum loss of energy

for minimum loss of energy

These values in formula (1). give the maximum and minimum distance of ener-

gies E - E , or

For a fixed E after collision, in the formula

i K(E ) ± / F = (A + 1) </Ë
0 0 0

^-f-1 ± & -- (A
A o

(by square root)

E A2K2(Eo)
we have :

(A + I ) 2

E max -*• y = - 1 / «
a n d t e i n g K ( E o ) = / l - |

E min •* p = + 1

we have two values

(A+l)2 E

A 2 E ( 1 |
o E A

o

_ E _ (A + i )2E
o o

AE - A(A + 1)Q±2(A+1)/ÊVË -E -(A+l)2E = 0
0 0 0

(A2-1)EQ ± ? ^ ( A + l ) ^ o - [A(A+1)Q+(A+1)2E] =0

Putting /Ë = y, E = y2 th is i s a 2n degree eq. in y. Then:

A2K2(EQ max) max)+

E ma.y.
o (A + I ) 2

A2K2(E min) - 2AK(E min) + 1
o o

- ±2(A+l)v/E ± AE(A+l)2+l*(A-l) (A+l)2 |

2 (A - 1) (A + 1)

± /E + (A-l) [AQ + E(A+lJ]

A - 1

(A + I ) 2

' ±' /~Ei ^1 + A2Q - AQ + E ( A 2 - l )

A - l

The above two formulas may be wri t ten in a unified expression In conclusion, we have the expression

AK(E )±1 2

Eo - E w h e r e

( E = E i f - i s taken
o o max

E = E . i f + i s taken
o o urn

o
A - l

(6)

Let now have some l i t t l e algebra:
i f Q = 0 ( e l a s t i c case) we have
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+ /E + /ËA

/I
1 " • * r- ± 1± A ±'(A +«i

— ' |f° = =

[±(A

A - 1

A + 1
(usual relation)

By similarity with the relation between E and E written using K (E ),

let us collect A2E under the root in expression (6) above and introduce

the symmetrical variable

K (E)

With this definition the expression (6) may be written

± /Ê ± -JÊ AK"(E)

A - 1

/AK"(E)
E = E
o I A - 1

from which

E if + is taken
o max

IE . if - is taken
o man

to be compared with

E = E

/AK(EQ )±

o A + 1

E if + is taken
max

E . if - is taken
min

Note the symmetry of formulas with signs reversed and

/ Ô A - 1
K " (E) = / l + — - ;

lit

EXERCISE: Check f or Q = 1 and A = 10

Given E = 2 •» find E (take + sign)
o

Given E = 0.982089 •* find E
o

The tvo calculations must be consistent.
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8 - NUMERICAL INTEGRATION

We could r ea l i ze , from the above sect ions , tha t one of the most important

problems for a generation of a group cross section l ib ra ry , i s the numeri-

cal integrat ion, over the group energy in te rva l , of the tabulated cross

sections wheighted with the proper flux.

The common methods of numerical integrat ion are well known and can be found

in every publication on the numerical calculus. The methods are generally

based on a polynomial f i t of the discre te points y(x. ) more frequently ge-
J

nerated for a grid of evenly spaced values xi with constant interval h. The

3-points Simpson ru l e , the 5-points Villarceau rule and the 7-points Hardy

rule are the most used A / , / 2 / .

A recent powerful method which can sometimes conveniently subst i tute the tra_

di t ional ones based on the piecewise approximation of integrand by polyno-

mials, is the ROMBERG method. A description of the Romberg method i s well

presented in ref. / 3 / , where Archimede's process for comrutinf iris recalled

as the basis for such method. The process was los t u n t i l l Romberg applied i t

t o numerical quadrature.



The Romberg's formula can be written in terms of the trapezoidal rule for

EQUALLY SPACED ABSCISSAE with constant interval h. To compute the integral

I, the trapezoidal rule is

I =J y(x)ds = h£" y(a + kh) = T(h)
a

(l)

where h=(b-a)/n and I" indicates that the boundary values y(a) and y(b)

are to be taken with weights 1/2.

The general Romberg quadrature method is represented by a set of nested re-

currence formulas. The first of them from which all the following can be ge

nerated, is given by

- T(2h)

S (h) =
h™-1-!

beginning with the "order" m=2. Increasing the order by a unit (m=3), S may

substitute T in the formula and so on. Therefore, putting the set

S =T(h); S H S.(h); etc., a general formula can be written (k=2,3,l),...)

Sk(h) =
_ 1

(2h)
(2)

that S is equal to the Simpson rule for equally spa-It can be verified

ced points, while S^ is equal to the Villarceau rule, i.e. the polynomial ijn

tegration with five equally spaced points. The following formulas (k=1»,5,...)

do not coincide with any known polynomial integration.

Since in the problems of integration for group averaging, more often unequally

spaced points are needed (due to the cross section profile in resonance region),

the Romberg method has been extendsd to unequally spaced points /U/ and over

a large number of cases was tested to be a good improvement to the traditional

methods.

Then, we present here without demonstration the final formulas for such a case.

MATRIX FORK FOR THE GENERAL ROMBERG QUADRATURE.

Let us indicate by T(h), T(2h), Tfth) ,. . .etc. the trapezoidal areas calcula-

ted assuming a scanning of abscissa with 1, 2, k,...etc. intervals at one

time, extending the same meaning to the case of unequal intervals

(1^ ;t h 2 JÉ h3 jt . . . ) .

Then a l l the expressions (2) for the Romberg areas of every orrier can be

writ ten in the following matrix form

=22

"32 a33 . . . .

+T(h)

-T(2h)

+T(lth) (3)

where S^h) s T(h), Sg(h), S,(h) ... etc. are the successive Romberg inte-

grals of formula (2) and the elements a. . of the constant triangular matrix

are given by the recursive formula:

a. - 22(k"1)a_ + a
Ttj k-l,j k-l.j-1 if k >_ j

akj = ° if k < j .

The elements with one or two indexes lower than 1 ;_re a t t r ibuted the value 0.

The f i r s t element a = 1 .

The coefficients D., are given by the following recursive formulas:
K

D1 = 2° = 1

\ - vi'22""1'-1'

The triangular matrix is therefore built up exclusively through power of two

and all the elements of its principal diagonal are equal one.
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1

1)

61*

1*096

lol»8576

0

1

20

131)!*

3U816O

0

0

1

81)

228U8

0

0

0

1

3l)0

+T(h)

-T(2h)

+T(l4h)

-T(8h)

+T(l6h)

=

3 S2(h)

1*5 S3(h)

2835 shM

722925 S5(h)

A calculation of the system (3) up to order five, gives

0

0

0

0

1

An interest ing property of the numbers in this system may be immediately

checked out. The summation of the elements with alternating signs of any

k-row in the matrix, is equal to the corresponding coefficient of the Sj.

area along the r ight hand side vector.

Therefore, each of the Romberg areas S appears to provide a weighted value

for successive trapezoidal areas with bases varying according to a factor

two. An explanation for such weights is easily provided. Let us, for instan-

ce, a t t r ibute a weight 1*096 to a trapezoidal area T(h) obtained through a

subdivision of the integration interval into 8 subintervals. By duplicating

the number of intervals ( i . e . 16), the weight of the same trapezoidal area

T(h) will increase by a square factor 16x16=256, i . e . the new weight must

become 1*096 x 256 = 101*8576.

The same factor must be applied to the numbers in columns two, three, e t c . ,

but now the weights must be added to the star t ing value for the same sub-

division in the row above. For example, l*O96+(13'*1*x256) - 3>*8l6o where

1)096 is the s ta r t ing value for a subdivision of the to ta l interval into 8

subintervals.

The numbers in the right hand side of (1)) are the sum, with alternate signs,

of the corresponding row of the matrix.

In appendix the l i s t i s given of the ROMB code, which performs the quadra-

ture by th i s method.

I t must be observed that the f ini te number of digits which can be manipu-

lated by the computer makes i t impossible to have some of the numbers of the

triangular matrix correctly stored in the memory.

A truncation error cannot be avoided for orders of quadrature too high.

By th is reason, i t has been found convenient in the ROMB code to stop the

300 order of the tr iangular matrix at number five.
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PART. I I . NUCLEAR DATA FILES HANDLING AMD CONVERSION

BY G.C. PANINI (ENEA, BOLOGNA, ITALY)

presented by M. Motta

I . DEFINITIONS

A l i b r a r y i s a co l lec t ion of data evaluations stored in a computer

redable format t ha t can be used as input in to cross sect ion proces-

sing programmes. Library data are subdivided i n to m a t e r i a l s .

A mater ia l i s defined ei ther an isotope or a co l l ec t ion of isotopes .

I t may be a s ing le nucl ide , a na tura l element containing several i -

sotopes , a molecule containing several elements or a (standard) mix-

tu re of elements. Each evaludaded se t of data for a material i s a s -

signed an i d e n t i f i c a t i o n number which i s unique in t ha t l i b r a r y .

Each mater ia l i s s u b d i ^ e d into sect ions which contain- the same

type of da ta .



A type of data defines the data for a certain type of information.

Integral data and differential data are different types of data. Al-

so resonance parameters (if any) are a type of data. Each type is

assigned an identification number: not all materials have all types

of data, but the most part of them have. Each type of data is sub-

divided into subsections xhich are called reactions.

A reactj on generally refers to a specific neutron-nucleus interaction

mechanism, but occasionally it indicates that a particular type of in

formation is given. Total cross section is a rei-ction, but also the

mean number of neutrons per fission is referred to as a reaction.

General information section (if any) is a reaction too. Each reaction

is assigned an identification number; a .reaction may belong to dif-

ferent types of data: this is the case of the inelastic process which

appears as integral cross sections, as secondary neutron angular di-

stributions and as secondary neutron energy distributions.

Within each reaction data can be given in a variety of form, depending

on the data type and on the reaction itself. Integral neutron cross

sections are often given in tabular form, i.e. with pairs of cross seĉ

tion vs. energy. Angular differential cross sections can be given

both in tabular and parametric (Legendre polynomial) form. Resonan

ce parameters can represent the cross section curves using diffe-

rent approaches.

It is generally agreed that all the numerical quantities are given

in increasing order of magnitude. Within some subset a library is

given:

a) in increasing order of -he material identifier;

b) in increasing order of the data type identifier;

c) in increasing order of the reaction type identifier;

d) in increasing order of energy.

Nuclear Data Libraries are generally contained into magnetic tape

support, being the size of each library so large e.s the use of

other supports may be very expensive. Two basic format exist fox the

libraries:

a) card image (decimal) data representation which is suitable for the

immediate understanding of the contents and for easy communication

among different computers;

b) binary (machine dependent) representation which speed up the run

time of processing codes.

Most part of the existing Libraries has the same Reaction Identifica-

tion Number sequence, but has not identical Data Type Identification

numbers: the table listed in the following (which is particular of

EMDF/B) is here presented as an example.

A common peculiarity of the Nuclear Data Libraries is that all use

six field records in the card image format. This is due to some FORTRAN

features: all Libraries have in fact been designed keeping in mind FOR-

TRAN processing and maintenance codes.

The following standard information are given through numbers:

DATA TYPE IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS

1. General Information

2. Resonance Parameters

3. Neutron Cross Sections

h. Angular D i s t r i bu t ions of Secondary Neutrons

!?. Energy D i s t r i bu t ions of Secondary Neutrons

6. Energy-angular Dis t ibut ions of Secondary Neutrons

7- Thermal Neutron Sca t t e r ing Law Data

Range

I-IOO

100-150

2OI-I»5O

U51-699

700-799

DESCRIPTION OF CLASS OF REACTIONS

Reaction types in which secondary p a r t i c l e s of the same

type as the incident particles are emitted.

Reaction types in which no secondary particles of the

same type as the incident particles are emitted.

Quantities derived from the basic data

Miscellaneous quantities

Excitation cross-sectic . _ or reactions that emit charged

particles
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REACTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS

I.

2.

3.

1».

J6.

17-

18.

19-

20.

21.

22.

23.

28.

51.

52.

90.

9 1 .

101.

102.

103.
IOlt.

105.

IC6.

107.

151.
251.

252.

253.

302

Total cross section (sum of a l l partial cross sections)
Elastic scattering cross section
Non-elastic cro~s section (#5*1 - ?^2)
Total inelastic cross section (sum of fcf 51 to W91)
(n,2n'J cross section
(n,3n) cross section
Total fission cross section (sum of H 19, H 2u, M 21)
(n,f) cross section (first chance "ission)
(n,n'f) cross section (second chance fission)
(n,2nf) cross section (third chance fission)
(n,n'a) cross section
(n,a'3a) cross section
(n,n'p) cross section
(n,n') to the f ' r s t excited level
(n,n') to the second excited level

(n,n f) to the koth excited level
(n.n1) to the continuum
Heutron disappearance

(n,v) cross section (radiative capture)
(n,p) cross section
(n,o) cross section
(n,t) cross section
(n,He-3) cross section
(n,a) cross section
Resonance parameters
VL , the average cosine of the scattering angle (laborato-
ry system for elastic scattering
£ ,;.the average logarithmic energy decrement for elastic
scattering
Y , the average of the square of tne logarithmic energy
decrement for elastic scattering, divided by twice the
average logarithmic energy decrement for elastic scattering

'•SI. Alphanuœerical information (Data type M I only)
^52 u , the average number of neutrons released per fission event
^57. Radioactive decay data.
l*59 Fiss ion product y ie ld da ta .

Basic references for t h e descr ip t ion of the main l i b r a r i e s are hereni l i s t e d .
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2. MAINTENANCE CODES

The maintenance of a Nuclear Data Library is one of the important chapter

in its history. As veil as each collection of information, a Library of

Nuclear Data should be:

- checked

- updated

- retrieved

- displayed



In addition, due to the nature of the contents, the possibility of a

point-by-point and integral quantities calculation should be available.

The checking includes a two step process:

a) consistency cheek;

b) physical check.

In general the first one is referred to clerical errors which may arise

from the physical nature of data (e.g. a cross section cannot be nega-

tive) or from the Fortran format (e.g. an exponent E+02 not right adjusted

leads to a 10 quantity). The latter is more strictly concerned with

the physics of data (e.g. total cross section must be the sum of all

partial reactions) or with its representation (e.g. a tabular distribution

should extent from -I to +1 cosine values). A checking code should in ad-

dition provide the reading of the data to be checked also in the case

when the format of some records is completely altered by manipulation

errors.

Updating includes the possibility of:

- inserting

- deleting

- altering

information. It should be noted that inserting and deleting can modi-

fy the numeber of items included in some set or subset; in this case

the indexes and the tables of contents must be updated. Library upda-

ting occurs periodically vhen a sufficient numeber of modifications

have been collected. A new release should be issued when completely

new data from experiment or modell calculations become available.

Retrieving is a necessary step when library data are to be processed

or when portions of the library are to be transmitted outside. In ad-

dition, processing codes, in general, include tape scanning while s£

me material-is searched, but when more than one material is requested

and they resides on different tapes, they are to be merged together

before the processing code read them. Also retrieving some few i terns

of a library may be useful.

Displaying a library can be done (mainly) in two ways:

- interpreted list;

- graphical output.

Interpreted l is ts can give a key to the library reading and are suit-

able for the retrieval of some more often required information such as

e.g. the resonance parameter. Its disadvantage is that, in general, they

requires a large amount of paper with subsequent storage problems.

More compact is the graphical representation which can be useful in stu-

dying the shape of some reactions, in a by eye checking of clerical er-

rors and in a fast (but approximate comparison among data from different

sources.

Other codes allow the calculation of resonance integrals, 2200 m/sec

cross sections, resonance peaks and other quantities which are often re-

quired.

Finally, when binary data representation is allowed, decimal to binary

and viceversa conversion programmes exist.

Many maintenance codes exist which perform some or all of the above listed

steps; no reference is given for some of them.

REFERENCES

0 . O z e r , é d . : ENDF-IIO D e s c r i p t i o n of t h e EDKF/B P r o c e s s i n g Codes
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(Most r e c e n t codes no t i n c l u d e d a r e : FIZCOÎJ, RESEND,

PSYCHE, INTER, INTEND, SUMRIZ, PLOTEF, "LSTFCV)

M.R. Bha t : ENDF- II48 ENDF/B P r o c e s s i n g Codes f o r t h e Resonance Kcgicr..

BNL 50296 (TID - 1*500 ) ( I 9 T I )

SODRATOR

V.E. Kolesov, A.S. Krivtsov, N.A. Solovev: Automation of the Procedure for

checking Information contained in the Library at Evaluated

Nuclear Data: POSOSHOK Programme. INDC (CCP) - 23/G. Transla-

ted by IAEA (I9T2)



LIST A

UKNDL

Code name

ADDENDUM

AMEND

CHECK-I

CHECK-2

EDIT

AID

GROD-360

JOIN

LCHECK

MINIGAL

PANDIT

SICAB

Reference

Unpublished

AEEW in te rna l

AEEW-M3U7

AEEW-M6o!t 8= i n t e r n a i

Unpubl ished

Unpubl ished

AEEW ( i n t e r n a l )

Unpubl ished

AEEW i n t e r n a l

Description

Adds a rb i t ra ry energy polynomial t o any specified

react ion

For amending and modifying data f i l e s in various

ways

Checks format and ar i thmetical consistency of data

files

See CHECK-I

For merging f i l e s from various tapes t o form a data

l ib ra ry

S e e AMEND

Prepares tapes for graphical representation of data

data on a CRT

For joining together two data files at a prescribet

energy

For performing elementary sequential checks

For computing integral quantities from the Data File

For adjusting Data Files from calculated adjustment

to group cross-sections

Calculates Doppler broadened cross sections from re-

sonance parameters using MLBW (AEEW-M5I7) and TEMPO

(AEEW-M5I8): has much improved energy point selec-

tion.
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LIST. B

ENDF/B

Code name

ADLER

AVERAGE-lt

CHECKER

CRECT

DAMMET

DICTION

EDIT

INTER

LISTFS

OVERLAY

PLOTFB

PSÏCHE

RAMP-I

RESEHD

RIGEL

SIGMA-2

SUMUP

Reference

ENDF-IU8

ENDF-IU8

ENDF-IIO

ENDF-IIO

ENDF-IIO

ENDF-IIO

ENDF-105

EKDF-IIO

ENDF-IIO

ENDF-lW

ENDF-lltB

EMDF-IH8

Descr ipt ion

Calcula tes resonance c ros s - sec t ions us ing Adler-Adler

formula

Calculates infinitelt-dilute resonance cross-sections

from unresolved parameters

Detects errors in th? file

Corrects Data Tapes

Deletes, alters mode and merges tapes

Constructs dictionary for a material

Reads, writes and plots data

For computing various integral quantities

Reads and writes data

Overlays ENDF/B with any other data set

See EDIT

Physics checking code for neutron data

Calculates resonance cross-sections for Reich-Moore para-

meters

For producing a pointwise file from resonance parameters

S e e DAMMET

Calculates resonance cross-sections from single or multi-

level Breit-Vigner

Performs sums of partial cross-sections to check with to-

t a l
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Follows L i s t

ËNDF/B

Code name

FIZCON

INTEND

SUMEIZ

STNRD

PLOTEF

LISTFCV

EVALPLOT

Reference

EEDF-IIO

ENDF-IIO

ENDF-IIO

EKDF-IIO

EKDF-IIO

ENDF-IIO

UCRL-5Ol»OO

Description

Checks data for physics consistency

General purpose integration Programme

Create a summary at an ENDF/B material

Standardize ENDF/B data formats

Plotting code

Produces interpreted listings

Plotting code
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List C

KEDAK

Code name

KEDABE

KEMA

LDEPAC

NDF

REFOR

RESEDI

RETPAC

SELPLO

SELDIF

SGIPAR

SIGEDI

SIGPLO

SIGPR

TSTKED

Reference

KFK ( in ternal )

KFK ( internal)

unpubli shed

KFK ( in terna l )

KFK ( in terna l )

unpublished

KFK ( in terna l )

Description

Generation of consistent data
in case of redundant informa-
t ion for input to KEMA

Checks, updates and a l t e r
KEDAK l ibrary

GenerE.1 r e t r i e v a l routine package

See LDFPAC

Generation of input for KEMA

Printing of resonance information
See LDEPAC

Plo t t ing of e l a s t i c angular d i -
stributions
Printing of partial data
See SELDIF
See SELDIF
Plotting of cross-sections
See SELDIF
Testing programme for KEDAK

3. THE MEED OF CONVERSION AMONG DIFFERENT FILES

The need of translating all or part of one Nuclear Data Library from one

format into another may arise from different requirements,

a) When an Institute has adopted for its purpose one Nuclear Data Library,

all maintenance and processing codes are, in general, devoted to that

Library format. While users are gaining experience in using the various

codes, their knovledge is going more and more deeply into the format.

Thus when a new Library becomes available, it seems in general the case

of translating it into the home format, for comparison and/or improvement

purposes, rather than using the new Library with its own codes.

b) Some format is gaining a more general adoption with respect to others, so

as to be used as transmission format among different Institutes. Conver-

sion into thet format shoul then be available.

c) Ho data exist in a given Nuclear Data Library for some material, while a

different one has.

d) Format conversion sometimes implies only the fact of translating data

from parametric to pointwise representation.

Format conversion involves not only a change in the structure of a Library,

but also in the logic configuration. The striking example for this assessment

is the precence or absence of resonance parameters, which implies the use of

different approaches to reactor physics problems. In addition, when a material

has been translated into a new format, comparison between the results of the

processing codes of either formats (source and object) may lead to shocking

results. When this happens, is the difference due to the translating code, to

the processing codes or are both steps responsible?

Another problem is the p'resence of some data for which no provision are made

in the object format or, worst case, the absence of data in the source library

which are needed in the object. A one-to-one correspondence is in this case

highly desiderable.

Codes exist which perform "good" conversions of data from one source format

to another, but their results should be handled with care and, in general,

amended from slight inconsistencies and completed with some kind of data.

The object of the complete automation could probably be achieved provided

that data are tested for consistency errors and, mainly, for physical errors.

Integral quantities, such as averages based on different functions, should in

addition be calculated from the original as well as the translated data for

their comparison. Anyway the best approach to conversion is to combine the use

of a translation code wich a certain amount of evaluation effort.

A limited number of codes exists which accepts several formats: its phylosophy

is structuring the data internally in a format which exists only for the time

the code is in the computer. These programmes eliminate the ambiguity of using

different algorithms in processing the same data either in the original or in

the translated version. They seem to be a useful tool during the data evaluation

process, in checking and comparing data.
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Main conversion codes are listed here: it should be noted that most of them are

no longer used.

Laboratory of origin

RED. Mol, Belgium
GFK, Karlsruhe, Germany

AWRE, Aldermaston, UK

CEN, Saclay , France

CNEN, Bologna, Italy

CENN, Bologna, Italy

JAERI, Japan
Report JAERI - Memo - 3162

LLL, Livermore , USA

LLL, Livermore , USA

LLL, Livermore , USA

LLL, Li vermore, USA

AE, Sweden

R.Q.Wright e t a l .
ORNL, Oak Ridge , USA
Report ORNL-TM-2880

Programme

BRIGITTE

MISSIONARY

TRAKEDAK

UTOE

KTOE

UKTOA

LTOE

LRL-UK

ENDF-LRL

UK-LRL

ETOS

CONVERSION CODES

Translation

from to

ENDF/B

ENDF/B

KEDAK

UKNDL

KEDAK

UKNDL

ENDL

ENDL

ENDF/B

UKHDL

ENDF/B

KEDAK

UKMDL

UKUDL

ENDF/B

ENDF/B

ENDF/A

ENDF/B

UKNDL

ENDL

ENDL

SPENG

Author

J.C.Scheper

J . Cameron

A. BEYELER

G.C.Panini

G.C.Panini

UKE UKNDL ENDF/B

Other conversion codes:

a) From parametr ic t o pa in twise ENDF/B: 0. OZER: RESEND. A Programme t o Prepo-

cess ENDF/B Mater ia l with Resonance F i l e s i n Pontwise form BNL-I7I31» (1976)

D.E. Cullen: RECENT. Recoustruct ion of Energy Dependent Cross Sections from

Resonance Paramenters in ENDF/B format. UCRL-5OI4OO Vol. 17 P a r t . C (1979)

b) Change t h e i n t e r p o l a t i o n lows t o l i n e a r l i n e a r i n ENDF/B :

D.E. Cullen: LINEAR. L inea r i ze Data i n the Evaluated Nuclear Data F i l e / Ver-

sion B. UCRL-50U00 Vol. 17 P a r t . A Rev. 2 (1979)

Multigranp p rocess ing codes which accept more than one format:

a) P. Vertes : FEDGROUP. A Program System for producing Graup coustants from Evo-

luated Nuclear Data of F i l e s Disserminated by IAEA.

INDC (HUN) - I3/0+Sp. (1976)

b) G.C. Pan in i : FOURACES. A Programme for Producing Group Averaged c o s s Sections

from Different F i l e s . RT/FI (73) l 6 (1973)

It. PONTWISE REPRESENTATION

The format, adopted in the Nuclear Data L ib ra r i e s should be s u f f i c i e n t l y f l ex ib le

t o allow t h e inc lu s ion of manu d i f f e r e n t kinds of reac t ion d a t a , both in p o i n t -

by-point t a b u l a t i o n s and in parametr ic forms. The f i r s t one may inc lude not only

the simplest c r o s s - s e c t i o n v s . energy sample, but a l so threedimensional arrays

as i s the case of a temperature dependence.

Parametr ic form i s comprehensive of a l a rge v a r i e t y of ways t o represen t da t a ,

such as resonance formulas, Legendre polunomials , a n a l y t i c a l express ions such

as Maxwell, Watt and Klein-Nishima formulas.

Although sometimes one can f ree ly choose between tne pointwise and parametr ic

forms (as i t i is the case of neutron angular distributions), in general the para

metric form may have physical significance and may used to correlate the results

of a number of separate experiments. Examples are:

a) the resonance parameters, which may be derived from measurements;

b) the parameters of stat is t ical distributions of resonance widths and spacings

which can be used to convey not only the average cross-sections but also their

probable fluctuations.

Use of parametric forms can yield a great saving of storage space in the data

library. Thus representing the cross sections in the resolved resonance region

accurately, requires sometimes several thousands of tabular points for each cross

section at a well defined temperature, whereas a set of some hundreds of parameters

would suffice to convey all the information needed to generate the cross sections

at some required temperature. On the other hand, problems may arise conflicting

with the need of reducing the computer time required for the generation of Dqp_

pier broadened cross sections from resonance parameters.

A considerable saving of computer time can be achieved through the following

procedure: using a Nuclear Data Library with resonance parameters, one may ge-

nerate a certain number of libraries of pointwise Doppler broadened cross sec-

tions, say at 300 ÔK, 900 OK, 1200 OK, for use in processing codes with the

requested group scheme. Taking care of generating for each reaction a suffi-

cient number of energy points so that the linear-linear interpolation law can

be used, an additional computer time saving in the processing code running can

be obtained.

In the case when resonance data are given, processing codes shoul in general

join together the resonance region and the continuum region by adding each other.



The pointwise section may have a "background" which should be also added to the

resonance parameter computed cross section. This background has in general no

phusical meaning, but its aim is to obtain a correct cross section curve taking

into account the following:

a) sometimes the resonance data are originated from different experiments and

a "correction" should be made in order to homogenize the resulting cross sec-

tion; or

b) single level Breit-Wigner formula is used in the processing codes instead of

a multi level formula. This is in fact very time consuming and it is conve-

nient to calculate once (at the time when the evaluation is generated) both

the MLBW and SLBW cross section curve, to subtract the second from the first

one and to assign the difference as background in the pointwise section, so

that a SLBW calculation can be made by processing codes.

See LINEAR, RECENT, RESEKD codes listed in the previans ponograph. See also:

D.E. CULLEN: SIGMA I. Doppler Broaden Evaluated Cross Sections in the Evaluated

Huclear Data File/version B UCRL-5OUOO Vol. 17, Part. B,

Eev. 2 (1979).

5. FROM THE NDL TO THE POINTWISE CROSS SECTION

Processing of Nuclear Data Libraries involves the computation of the following

basic quantities:

j aifdE ; il OctdE'dE

where the integrals span over same energy range, 0, $ are function of the neutron

incident energy and K is a transfer kernel function of E and of the outgoing ener-

gy E'. The second quantity is always very hard to compute in terms of numerical

accuracy and of computer time.

The first one can take advantage of some simply expressions for $ (e.g. $(E)=

constant or if (E)=I/E) in order to perform'fast semianalytical computations. When

a is given in parametric form (resonance region) a full analytical computation of

the resonance integral is allowed. Problems arise when 0 is given in parametric

form and $ is point-by-point or when o is pointwise and $ assumes soms complica-

ted form. On the other hand the best situation occurs when any point in a reaction

can be predicted from the adjacent ones by means of linear-linear interpolation;

and possibly if is a simply expression. This latter opportuny cannot meet every-

where, while i t is always possible to transform cross-section data in such a way

they can be interpolated on linear-linear basis, eventhough the source of the da-

ta are resonance parameters. I t should be here remembered that the best représenta

tion of cross sections in the resolved resonance region is obtained through a log-

log interpolation; nevertheless, by introducing several intermediate points, a

linear-linear interpolation to a given accuracy degree can be used.

Modern processing codes work on this basis.

Care should be taken in generating the resolved resonance region energy grid to

avoid:

a) the curve not be described to a required accuracy degree where the shape is

awkward to follow;

b) an excessive number of points be generated where the curve is smooth.

Algorithms has been designed in order to follow the shape of the cross section

with a certain degree of accuracy, i . e . by increasing the number of energy point

in the regions where the cross section curves rapidly vary and decreasing i t when

a predetermined interpolation law can approximate them.

The algorithms generally consist of the following steps:

a) a set of ini t ia l energy "node points" is selected; node points are set at

the peak of the resonances and at some optional energy ;

b) the cross section is calculated at the node points: let S and Sp be the

computed value at any pair of consecutive node points E and Eg (Ep>E.);

c) and additional cross section value S, is computed at the midpoint E_,

E3 = j (Ej. + E2) ;

d) the value of the approximate cross section S1, at the mid-point is obtained

by a given interpolation law and compared with the exact value S, at the

same point;

e) if the fractional difference at the mid-point is not larger than the con-

vergence criterion, i .e . if:

(1)
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occurs, the interval is assumed to have converged and the process is repea-

ted between the next pair of nodes;
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(E^.E,) is investigated.

f) if the fractional difference at the mid-point is larger than the convergence

criterion, i . e . when (I) does not occur, the mid-point is defined as a new

node and the process is repeated in the halved intervals.

Some veru sophisticated codes have, in addition, an algorithm which further on

reduces the number of data after the generation process which normally produces

more points than are required for a given interpolation.

More details con be found in the references existed below the previans paragraph.

6. THE MOST COMMONLY USED GROUP SCHEMES AND WEIGHTING SPECTRA

Groupwise r ep resen ta t ion of nuclear da ta i s t he commonly used medium t o perform

reac to r c a l c u l a t i o n s . Group da ta span over the e n t i r e energy range of i n t e r e s t

and include in general 3 reg ions :

a) thermal (low energy) region

. , . , .^ . B1) resolved
b) resonance region, split m B l l ) u n r e s o l v e d

c) continuum (high energy) region.

Depending upon the type of calculation, each region may include more energy groups

than others contain (e.g. a fast reactor calculation does not need an accurate de-

scription of the cross sections in the low energy range, while a thermal calculation

does). All calculations are performed starting from a limited number of groups, sau

a few tens. On the contrary, schemes exist with a large number of groups (e.g. 600

or 2000) but those group cross sections are used as a starting Library in order to

calculate reduced group scheme libraries with a considerable time saving.

Groups are in general equally spaced in lethargy so as to have a balanced description

of the phenomena in different energy regions? Care should be taken mainly in desi-

gning new large group schemes, in order to pick up some typical energies which are

of interest from the point of view both of the materials involved and the calcula-

tion to be performed. Some examples will explain this point.

a) The important p-ware resonance of Iron-56 at I.15 keV should be included in i t s

integrity into a unique energy group;

b) the thermal energy range around 0.0253 eV should also be covered by a unique
group;

c) thresholds of important reactions such as the inelastic processes, should on

the contrary coincide with some group boundary;

d) energies which are typical of some assembly should be regarded too.

When a group scheme has to be used as subsequent input to processing codes which

calculate a new (reduced) group scheme or collapse i t to a minor number of groups,

then a large number of groups is used, say more than 50 and up to 2000;

in this case an equally lethargy spacing is adopted either in the whole range or

with constant Au in some subranges. On the contrary, working libraries use less



than 30 energy groups which are in general either equally spaced in lethargy in

the entire range or with larger groups at the higher energies (.'continuum region).

Also a- variety of functions exists over which the cross sections are weighted.

Typical measured fluxes of reference assemblies are sometimes used and their

shapes are not easily predictable (those weighting functions are normally given

point by point to the processing codes). When a group scheme is to be used in

subsequent cell..calculation a "guess" is adopted for simulating the shape of the

flux. One of the most used functions is so defined:

a) A maxwellian shape with the maximum near the thermal energy (0.0253 eV)

F (E) = exp (-E/0)/02,

b) <)>(E) <*I/E in the intermediate energy range,

c) a fission spectrum at higher energies, say some hundred keV.

F(E) = C . exp(-E/O-965) sinh (/2.29E)

This describes with sufficient approximation the shape of the neutron flux. It

should be noted that the I/E function mainly applies in the resolved resonance

region: this fact allows to speed up the integral quantity calculations by means

of semi-analytical formulas.

Basic multigroup libraries are generated at a given temperature and at infinite

dilution, supposing, i.e., the material uniformly distributed in the medium.

Problem dependent libraries, also called working libraries, are then generated at

the effective temperature and with the actual densities of the components by means

of codes based upon different approaches, the main ones being the Bondarenko me-

thod and the Nordheim integral treatment.

A large number of codes exist xhich produce multigroup library for varians purposes.

A list of selected codés fallows.

LIST 6

Code name

BDASS

ENDRUN

ET0E-2/MC -2

Reference

UKIJDL:

GALAXY

DICE (MOULD)

KEDAK:

MIGROS-3

FIDAS

GRUMA

GRUSEEK

GRUPRINT

GRUCAL

DASU

ENDF/B

AMPX

AEEW-R3T9

AWRE 0 - 2 7 / 6 6

KFK-2388

KFK ( in te rna l )

KFK ( in t e rna l )

KFK ( in te rna l )

KFK ( i n t e r n a l )

KFK ( in te rna l )

ORNL/TM-3706

Description

DPSTM-500 Vo. 5

GEAP-I3952

ANL-8IUI4

For calculating spectrum averaged mul-
tigroup cross-sections

Preparation of nuclear data in a form
suitable for Monte Carlo calculations

ABBM type microscopic group constant
calculation

208 high energy group calculation

For manipulating the GRUBA microsco-
pic library

For reading GRUBA library

For printing GRUBA library

For production of macroscopic group
costants from GRUBA

Prepares data for Monte Carlo calcula-
tions

A large code system which will prepare
neutron, photon production, and photon
interaction cross sections for use in
a variety or codes.

A collection of 10 modules that process
neutron interaction, photon interaction,
photon production, and fission product
data files from ENDF to the JOSHUA system
data base.

Prepares neutron cross sections and shiel-
ding factor tables for use in the TDOWIJ
code.

Prepares broad group neutron cross sections
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Follows List 6

Code name Reference Description

for fast reactor calculations. Also
used to prepare fine group neutron cress
section libraries for use in the SDX
code.

Prepares neutron cross sections for use
in the MUFT, GAM, ANISM, and LASER codes.

Prepares pointwise or group thermal neu-
tron cross sections from Files 2 and 3
of ENDF/B format data.

Prepares neutron cross sections and
shielding factor tables for use in the
1DX code.

Prepares thermal neutron cross sections
from ENDF/B data including S( , ) data
in file 7. No Adler-Adler capability.

Prepares neutron cross section and
shielding factor tables for the SPHINX
code.

Computes group averaged cross sections,
Bondarenko factors and multioand para-
meters .

REFERENCES

ENDL

R.J. Doyas, R.E. Dye, R.J. Howerton, S.T. Parkins: CLYDE a code for the Production of

Calculational Constant from Nuclear Data. UCRL-5O!4OO Vol. 5,

Rev, I (1975)

See also the FEDOROUP and FOURACES codes listed under paragraph 3.

ETOG-5

ETOT-5

ETOX

FLANGE I I

MINX

3RQUPIE

WCAP-38U5-I

WCAP-7363

BNWL-I002

DP-I278

LA-6U86-MS

UCRL-5CAOO

APPENDIX

Some lists of codes are here reported which performs the following

calculations:

BW: Calculates the ccoss sections in the resolved resonance region,

starting from Breit-Wigner resonance parameters.

CRESO: Calculates the cross sections in the unresolved resonance region,

starting from average parameters and by means of statistical model.

RINEG: Calculates the unknow parameters of a bound level starting from the

input arbitrary parameters resonance energy and radiation width.

ROMB: Performs a numerical quadrature with the Romberg method extended

to not equally spaced points.

All the codes are self-guided in their use, being written in the

interactive BASIC language (for an Olivetti Desk computer P6O66).

A translation in FORTRAN language of the codes may be easy for an

expert programmer.
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APPENDIX

TRIESTE WINTER COLLEGE 1982. LECTURES BY H.Î1OTTR P33e 1

8019 REN * <BU> CODE FOR CROSS SECTION CRLCULRTION IN RESOLUED REGION *
9920 REN • SINGLE LEUEL RNO MULTILEVEL FORNRLISHS. ONE or TWO CHBNNELS *
8830 DCL 30CZS3
0048 PRO Z*,95
9850 FOR 1=1 TO 3 STEP 1
0968 PRINT
9879 NEXT I
89S0 PRINT " • <BU> CODE FOR CROSS SECTION CBLCULRTION IN RESOLUED REGION *"
3090 PRINT
8130 DIN BC6J.BC3.63 .CC3.63 .DC3.63 . E C258.63 , S C63 .PC63 ,FC33 , GC18, 4 3 - R * C2583
8118 DCL SCEC33
8128 FILES * ; F I P L O
8122 DISP " INPUT FILENBME ••;
3124 INPUT F*'
0126 FILE : 1,F*
0138 DCL 7Rt
9143 : ' CCCCCCCCCCC' CCCCCCCCCCC' CCCCCCCCCCC' CCCCCCCCCCC'CCCCCCCCCCC' CCCCCCCCCCC
3"!58 :«#.#####tttT##.t»##tttTt*#.it#t»TtTTtt.»##t#Tttt##.»t#t#ttTt##.t##*#TTTt
8199 DISP " RECBLL DRTR FROM <ENDFR> FILE"
8280 RESTORE : 1
0210 LET N8=1
8220 RERD : 1 , RC13 ,RC23 .RC33 , BC43 . fl C53 , R C63 , R*CH83
8233 FOR J8=1 TO flC53 STEP 1
9243 LET N8=N8+1
-32 50 REHD : 1 , BCJ8, 13 , 8 CJ0.23 .BCJ8. 33 , BCJ8, 43 , BCJ0, 53 , BCJ8, 63 , R* CN83
3263 LET E1=BCJ8.13
9273 LET E2=6CJ8.23
32S9 PRINT "The resolved region i s betueen";E1;" RND";E2;" eU"
3290 LET N8=N8+1
1S393 REfiD :1,CCje>13-CCJ8,23,CCJ8.33,CCJ8,43,CCJ8,53,CCJ0,63-R*CN83
•3310 LET J9=1
3323 FOR ->1=1 TO CCJ0.53 STEP 1
33?3 LET N8=N8-M
i~~a RERD : 1 . D C J 1 , 13 ,0 CJ 1 . 23 , D CJ 1 . 33 . D CJ 1 , 43 , D CJ 1, 53 , D CJ 1 , 63 , RÏ CN83
3350 FOR J2=J9 TO J9+D CI1, 63-1 STEP 1
-3363 LET N3=N34-1
3370 RESD :1,ECJ2>1J,ECJ2,23,ECJ2.33,ECJ2,43 ,ECJ2,53 , E CJ2, 63 , R* CN83
3338 NEXT J2
3390 LET J9=J9+DCJ1,63
8430 NEXT J1
34 10 NEXT J8
8-20 PRINT "DRTfl ON <ENDFO> FILE HRUE BEEN RECBLLED FRON DISK"
3430 PRINT 2*
34-.0 DISP " INITIRL EMERGY CeU3 « ";
8450 INPUT E1
8460 DISP " FINBL ENERGY CeU3 = ";
8478 INPUT E2
8499 LET J5=E8=8
8590 FOR J8=1 TO fiCS3 STEP 1
9519 LET J5=J8
3538 DISP •• STEP FOR ENERGY CeUl = ";
9543 INPUT E3
9558 DISP "8,8»no plot I I,K > plot GCI.K3";
9563 INPUT N1.N2
0573 IF N1*N2=8 THEN 648
3538 LET U0=2
3598 SCRRTCH :2
3608 WRITE :2,INTCCE2-E1J'E3-H3,U8.2,0
3618 LET Y1=1ES3
3628 LET Y2=-Y1
3638 PRINT TRBC263;"REQUESTED CROSS SECTION"
8648 REN « CROSS SECTION CBLCULRTION •
0658 REN Ï! LOOP ON ENERGY *»
8668 FOR E3=E1 TO E2 STEP E3
0673 LET J9=J5

TRIESTE «INTER COLLEGE 1982. LECTURES BY rt.nOTTH

8633 IF CE9-BCJ8.133 *CE8-BCJ8,233>8 THEN 2388
8S98 FOR J=1 TO 18 STEP 1
8788 FOR J6=1 TO 4 STEP 1
8718 LET GCJ,J63=8
3729 NEXT J6
8739 NEXT J
3748 LET J9=1
3758 REM «X LOOP ON L-STBTES »?
9760 FOR J1 = 1 TO CCJ8.53 STEP 1
0778 LET K1=FNBCDCJ1,13,E83
8788 LET L1=1/K1
9798 LET RB=C1.23*DCJ1, 13tC1/33+8.8Î '18
9888 LET R1=K1*R9
8313 LET SC13=S7=8
3828 LET 31=1+R1T2
8830 LET SC23=-1'Q1
3348 LET Q2=9*3»R1T2+R1t4
0850 LET St33=-C18+3*R1t23^Q2
9868 LET PC13=R1
8870 LET PC23=R1T3/O1
8388 LET PC33=R1T5^O2
8898 LET R2=CCJ0-23*K1
0380 LET FC13=R2
8918 LET FC23=R2-BTHCR23
3920 LET FC33=R2-flTNC3*R2'C3-R2T23 3
0938 LET GC1,13=4*PI»L1»L1»SINCFC133t2
3948 LET GC1,23=12*PI*L1*L1*SINCFC233t2
3958 LET GC1,33=20»PI*L1»L1»SINCFC333t2
3968 LET GC1,43 =GC1, 13 +GC1.23 +GC1 -33
8973 REM * * LOOP ON RESOMRNCE U
3930 FOR J2=J9 TO J9+DCJ1.63-1 STEP 1
9990 DISP "E = " ; E 8 ; " Er C"; J2; "3 =•'; E CJ2. 13
1880 LET L=DCJ1.33+1
1818 LET K2=FNf> CD CJ 1 . 13 ,ECJ2. 133
1029 LET L2=1--K2
1838 LET R3=K2*R0
1048 LET Q3=H-R3T2
1850 LET 94=9+3*R3t2+R3T4
1868 LET PC43=R3
1879 LET PC53=R3t3'Q3
I888 LET PC63=R3T5.'Q4
1999 LET SC43=8
1138 LET SCS3=-1^Q3
1110 LET SC63=-C18+3*R3t23/-S4
1120 IF BCJ0.43=3 THEM 1168
1130 LET E4=PCL3*ECJ2.43/PCL+33
1148 LET E5=E4+ECJ2.53+ECJ2,63
11S0 GOTO 1188
1188 LET E4=PCL3*ECJ2,33/-PCL+33
1170 LET ES=E4+ECJ2,43+BBSCECJ2,5D3+flBSCECJ2,633
.180 LET E6=ECJ2, 13+E4» CS CL+33-S CL3 3/C2*P CL-̂ 33 3
1190 LET U1=2*SINCFCL33»C2»CE0-E63»COSCFCL3J-E5*SINCFCL333
1198 LET G1=C2*ECJ2.23 + 13'C4»CCJ8, 13*23
1218 LET S1=E8-E6
1220 LET S2=E5-'2
1230 LET P8=FNZC8,S1.S2,S1.-S23
1248 LET U-G1'SQRCP«P+9*Q3
1250 REH "!J=";U;"flJ = ";ECJ2,23 ; "L1»L2' t;L1*L2, "E '="; E6; " m r " i E4
1263 LET GC2,L3=U»E4*E4+GC2-L3
12r'0 ON BCJ8.43 GOTO 1678.1288,1288
1238 IF DCJ1,63=1 THEN 1678
1298 REN !» INTERFERENTIBL PBRT FOR SCBTTERING RND FISSION
1388 FOR J7=J2+1 TO J9+DCJ1.63-1 STEP 1
1310 IF ECJ2.23OECJ7,23 THEN 1638
1315 LET S7=8

313
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1320 LET K2=FNBCDCJ1. 13 -ECJ7, U J
1339 LET L2=1'K2
1340 LET R3=K2»R8
1350 LET Q3=1+R3T2
1368 LET 04=9+3»R3T2*R3t4
1378 LET PC43=R3
1388 LET PC53=R3T3XO3
1398 LET PC63=R3t5>-94
1430 LET SC43=3
1410 LET SC53=-1^a3
1420 LET SC63=-C18+3*R3T23'94
1430 IF BCJ8.43=3 THEM 1470
1440 LET E7=PCL3»ECJ7,43'PCL+33
1450 LET E8=E7+ECJ7,53+ECJ?,63
1468 GOTO 1490
1478 LET E7=PCL3»ECJ7,33.'PCL+33
1488 LET E8=E7+ECJ7.43+fl8SCECJ7,533+BBSCECJ7,633
1498 LET E9=ECJ7.13+E7*CSCL+33-SCL33'C2*PCL+333
1500 LET S3=E8-E9
1510 LET S4=E8^2
1528 LET U2=CS1»S3+S2»S43'CS1*S1+S2*S23>-CS3*S3+S4»S43
1S38 LET W2=W2*SQRCE4»E?3
1548 LET GC3,L3=GC3.L3+2*U2»SQRCE4*E?3
1558 IF BCJ8.43<3 THEM 1610
1560 LET S7=S7+SGM CECJ2.53 3 *SGNC£ CJ7. 53 3*S8R CUBS CE CJ2, 53 »E CJ7, 53 3 3
1570 LET S7=S7+SGti CE CJ2. 53 3 »SGNCECJ7, 63 3 «S9.R CRBS CE CJ2, 53 *ECJ7, 63 3 3
1588 LET S7=S7+SGMCEU2,63 3»SGMCECJ7,53 3*SQRCBBSCECJ2,63*ECJ7,53 3 3
1598 LET S7=S7+SGN CECJ2,63 3 »SGN(E CJ7. 63 3 *SOR CBBSCE CJ2, 63 *E CJ7, 63 3 3
1600 GOTO 1628
1618 LET S7=SGMCECJ2,633*SQRCBBSCECJ2,63»ECJ7,6333
1628 LET GC8.L3=GC8.L3+2*W2*S7
1638 NEXT J7
1648 LET GC3,L3=G1*GC3,LJ
1658 LET GC8.L3=G1»GC3,L3
1660 RErt *«?* THE END OF INTERFERENTIBL PRRT **«*
1678 LET GC4,L3=GC4,L3+M»E4*yi
1638 IF BCJ8.43=3 THEM 1728
1698 LET GC6,L3=GC6,LJ+U*E4*ECJ2,53
1700 LET GC7,L3=GC?.L3+U»E4»EtJ2,63
1718 GOTO 1730
1728 LET GC6,L3=GC6.L3+W«E4»EU2,43
1730 LET GC7.L3=GC7,L3+U*E4»CBBSCECJ2,533+BBSCECJ2.6333
1798 NEXT J2
1888 LET GC5,L3=GC1,i-J*GC2.L3+GC3,L3+GC4,L3
1318 LET GC9.L3=GC7,L3+GC8.L3
1828 LET GC18.L3=GC5.L3+GC6»L3*GC9,L3
1338 REM t! END OF LOOP ON RESONBMCES U
1840 LET L3=L1»L1*PI
1350 LET GC2,LJ=GC2.L3*L3
1868 LET GC3,L3=GC3,L3«L3
1870 LET GC4,L3=GC4,L3*L3
1880 LET GC6,LJ=GC6.L3«L3
1890 LET GC7,L3=GC7.L3*L3
1980 LET GC8.L3=GC8.L3*L3
1918 LET GC5.L3=GC1.L3+GC2.L3*GC3.L3+GC4,L3
1928 LET GC9.L3=GC7.L3+GC8.L3
1938 LET J9=J9+DCJ1.63
1940 MEXT J1
1958 REH * * EMD OF LOOP OM L-STOTES «?
1960 FOR J=1 TO 4 STEP 1
1970 LET GC5.J3=GC4,J3+GC3J J3+GC2.J3+GC1.J3
1980 LET GC13.J3=GC5. JJ+GC6. J3+GC9. J3
1990 NEXT J
2000 FOR J=1 TO 10 STEP 1
2018 LET GCJ,43=GCJ, 13+G CI, 23+G CJ , 33

2029
2030
2040
2850
2060
2870
2880
2890
2100
2110
2120
2138
2148
2158
2168
2178
2188
2190
2280
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2288
2290
2388
2318
2328
2330
2348
2358
2368
2373
2388
2398
2408
2410
2420
2438
2440
2450
2460
2478
24S0
2438
2598
2518
2528
2538
2548
2558
2568
2570
2588
2598
2630
2610
2620
2630
2640
2658
2660
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MEXT J
IF M1»N2<>8 THEM 2328
PRINT
DISP •• Output for £ =";E8;" eu"
PRINT "ENERGY eg","uawe no.","«« length"
PRINT E8.K1,L1,R8
PRINT "PRRflnETERS"."l=8","l=1","l=2"
PRINT "shi f t factors",SC13 ,SC23,SC33

Page 4

"channel radius"

SUH"

sun-

PRINT "pen.factors",pC13.PC23-PC33
PRINT "Phase s h i f t " , F C13 ,FC23 ,FC3J
ON BCJ8.43 GOTO 2138,2150,2188
PRINT "CROSS SECTIONS* barns";" Csingle Jewel Breit -UignerJ " , •• SUM"
GOTO 2288
PRINT "CROSS SECTIONS barns";
PRINT •• Cone-channel nuit i level Breil-U»gner3 ", "
GOTO 22B8
PRINT "CROSS SECTIONS barns";
PRINT " ctuo-channels l u l t i l e v e l Brei t -uignerS",
PRINT "pot.scattering",GC1,13,GC1.23,GC1,3J , GC1, 43
PRIMT "res. scat t e r ing" , G C2, 13 . GC2.23 , GC2,33 ,GC2, 43
PRIMT "res*res scat* . ",G C3, 13 , GC3.23 ,GC3,33 ,GC3, 43
PRINT "res.pot scatt.",GC4,13,GC4.2J,GC4,33,GC4, 43
PRINT " t o t a l elastic",GC5.1J/GC5,23.GC5.33,GC5,43
PRINT "rad. capture", GC6. 13 ,GC6,23 ,GC6,3J ,GC6>43
PRIMT "f ission",GC7, 13 ,G C7.23 , GC7.3) ,GC7,43
PRIMT " f iss* f iss" ,GC8, 13 ,GC8,23 ,GC8.33-GC8,43
PRIMT " t o t a l fission",GC9,13.GC9.23 .GC9.3] ,GC3,43
PRIMT ••TOTflL",GC13,13,GC10,23,GC18,3J,GCie,43
PRIMT Z*
IF N1*N2=8 THEM 2388
URITE :2,E0,GCN1,M23
IF GCM1,M23<=Y2 THEN 2358
LET Y2=GCN1,M2J
IF GCN1,M23>=Y1 THEN 2378
LET Y1=GCN1.M23
PRINT E8,GCM1,N23,
NEXT E0
REH Î» EMD OF LOOP OM ENERGY ÎJ
IF M1*N2=8 THEN 2528
URITE -2.0,3,0,8
PRIMT
PRIMT "• CROSS SECTIOM GC"; M1 ; •', ";M2; "3 STORED FOR PLOT OM FILE <FIPLO>
PRIMT "BBSCISSB »in=";E1;" nax=";E2;"•• ORDIMBTE •in=";Y1;" •ax=";Y2
LET E1=E8
NEXT J0
IF J5>8 THEN 2528
DISP "Energy out range. Chain <CRESO>"
DELflY 38
CHBIM "CRESO"
DEF FMRCB,E83=2.196771E-3»S0RCBBSCE8J3»CR'C»*133
DISP " THE EMD OF CODE <REICH>"
DELBY 18
GOTO 2850
DEF FMZCT,X1,Y1,X2,Y23
IF T O 0 THEN 2680
LET P=X1»5(2-Y1»Y2
LET Q=X1*Y2+Y1*X2
GOTO 2630
LET P=X1«X2
LET 9=Y1+Y2
LET 0=FNCCS3
LET FM*=8
FNEND
DEF FNCCT3P2
LET P2=PI*2
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2678
2630
2698
2708
2710
2728
2730
2740
2750
2760
2770
2780
2790
2380
2310
2328
2838
2348
2358

LET T=T-IMTCT/P23»P2
IF T>PI THEM 2718
IF T<=>-PI THEM 2718
GOTO 2728
LET T=T-T'T»P2
LET FM»»T
FNEND
GOTO 2858
DEF FNQCT,X,Y3R
IF T O 8 THEM 2818
LET R=X*X*Y»Y
LET P=X^R
LET Q=-Y^R
GOTO 2838
LET P=1'X
LET Q=-Y
LET FM*=8
FNEND
EMD

0919 REM • C.1ESO CODE CHBIMED TO <EMDFB> FOR CROSS SECTICM CH^CULflTIOM *
3020 FILES *;!IPLO
3022 DISP "INPUT FILENAME CE0i-=STOP3 ";
8824 RKB Ft
8026 IF F*="" THEM 2238
8023 FILE : 1,F*
0838 FKEY #15,-1:
8048 DIM QC63/OC15.G3
3058 DIM BC63,BC3,6:i,CC3,63.DC3,63.EC25,63,SC6:) ,P C63 , F C33 . G C18.43 ,UC18, 43
0968 DIM BJC33 , CS C33 , Df C33 , E* C253
0078 DCL 8«*,3B*C3 ,8C*O ,8D*C3,8E$C3
3388 DBTB 0.805252.8.837171.8.183126,0.207836,8.359852,8.574283.8.879334
8398 Dfllfl 1.33481,2., 185227,4.3988,0.851755.8. 163095,8.288421,8.431786
8180 DBTB .59921,.88856,1.853224,1.39381,1.91623,3.361643..112995,.265688
9110 DBTB .404385..547724..784848,.882448.1.096815,1.374373,1.786357,2.824533
9120 DBTB .16C158,.348780,. 488571,.617825,.762381,.922898,1.111387,1.350285
0138 DBTB 1.697511.2.546602
0148 :•CCCCCCCCCCC' CCCCCCCCCCC' CCCCCCCCCCC'CCCCCCCCtCC CCCCCCCCCCC'CCCCCCCCCCC
0158 :*#.#####TTTTt#.«#*t#TTtTt#.t»t##TtTtt#.Mt**TtTfit.#*###TTTT#t.«#»»»tTTT
8160 RESTORE
0178 FOR 1=1 TO 4 STEP 1
8130 LET TCI3=e
0198 FOR K=1 TO 18 STEP 1
3195 LET GCK,I3=8
3288 REBD UCK,I3
3218 LET TCi:=TCI3+UCK,l3
8228 NEXT K
8238 NEXT I
3240 DISP " RECBLL DflTB FROM <",F*;"> FILE"
8250 RESTORE : 1
3268 REBO •1,SC1J,BC23,RC33,Bt43 . BC53 ,B C6) ,B*
3278 FOR Ja=1 TO flCSJ STEP 1
3230 REBD : 1,8 CJ8. 13 ,B C40, 23 , BCJ8, 33 , BCJ8.43 ,8CJ8,53 , BCJ8, 63 , BÏCJ0J
3230 LET E1=BCJ8,13
8308 LET E2=BCJ8,23
8313 REBD : 1 .C CJ8. 13 , C CJ0. 23 , CCJ8. 33 .CCJ8.43 , CCJ0.53 ,CCJ8, 6-3 ,C*CJ83
8328 ON BCJ8.33 GOTO 324,338
0324 DISP "MOT UNRESOLUED REGION ! ••
3325 BEEP
0326 GOTO 22
8330 IF BC43=a THEN 360
8335 FOR J3=1 TO CCJ8.63 STEP 1
0340 REBD :1,QCJ33
8350 MEXT J3
0368 LET J9=1
3373 FOR J1=1 TO CtJ8 ,S3 STE" 1
03S0 REBD : 1.DCJ 1,13 ,DCJ 1,23 ,DCJ 1 ,33 .DCJ1 ,4J ,DCJ 1,53 ,DCJ 1,63 ,D*CJ 13
0390 FOR J2=J9 TO J9+DCJ1 .63 -1 STEP 1
0408 REBD : 1 , E C J 2 , 1 3 ,E CJ2, 23 , E CJ2, 33 ,E CJ2.43 , E CJ2, 53 ,E CJ2, 63 , E* CJ2)
3418 ON BCJ8.31 GOTO 3 2 4 , 4 2 8
0428 IF BC43=8 THEM 458
9*25 FOR J3=1 TO C t J 8 , 8 3 STEP 1
8430 REBD : 1 , 0 C J 2 , J 3 3
0448 NEXT J3
9458 MEXT J2
0468 LET J9=J9+DCJ1,63
0470 NEXT J1
8480 PRIMT "THE UNRESOLUED REGIOM IS BETUEEM";E1 ;" PMD",E2
3498 PRIMT "DBTR ON ";F$;" FILE HRUE BEEM RECBLLED FROM DISK"
8580 DISP "point by point C13 or tabul. C2] ";
?"i10 I.'tPUT S0
9520 OM S3 GOTO 538,590
3530 D-ISP " ENERGY = "» CFKEY*15=ST0P3 ";
0543 INPUT E8
8558 LET M1=N2=8

315



3560
0578
0530
8590
8608
0618
0628
8638
0649
8650
0660
3678
8680
8690
8788
0718
8728
0738
8748
0758
0768
0770
07S8
8798
8888
0818
9828
0338
0848
0358
9360
3370
8830
0898
8998
8913
3928
9938
3940
0958
9968
3978
8930
9990
1090
1818
1820
1833
1048
1058
1360
1078

1080
1098
1100
1118
Î115
11Î9
1133
1140
1150
1160
1178

1190
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IF E8<3 THEN 16S0
LET E1=E2=E3=E0
GOTO 883
DISP " IMPUT: C13 = »points; C23=step ••;
INPUT Y3
ON Y3 GOTO 628.688
DISP "Ea>in, E«ax, t of points = •';
INPUT E1.E2.M
IF M>1 THEM 660
LET M=2
LET E3=CE2-E13'CM-13
GOTO 718
DISP " Eain, Enax, step = •';
IMPUT E1.E2.E3
LET N=tE2-E13'E3+1
DISP "0,8=no Plot • I.K = Plot GCI.K3";
INPUT M1.N2
IF N1*M2=8 THEN 888
SCRBTCH :2
«RITE :2.N,8
LET Y1=1E63
LET Y2=-Y1

REM LOOP ON ENERGY
FOR E8=E1 TO E2 STEP E3
LET J3=1
REN »•>•••••»»•»»»•••»»»»••»••»»»•»»•»»••»»•»»•»»»•••••»»••»»»••»»>•*»»»»****
REti LOOP ON L-STPTES
I F C C J 8 , a i < = 3 THEN 868
LET CCJ8.5J=T
FOR .11 = 1 TO CCJ3.53 STEP 1
LET L = D t J 1 , 3 3 + 1
REK RESET flLL THE CROSS SECTIONS RELflTED TO 1HE L-STRTE IM PROCESS
FOR 1=1 TO 7 STEP 1
LET G C I . L 3 = 3
NEXT I
LET K1=FN8CE8J
LET L 1 = 1 ' K 1
LET R1=K1*tt.23*OCJ1.1)tC1-'33+8.83/'10
LET Q1=1+R1T2
LET B2=9+3»R1T2+R1t'S
LET R2=K1*CC.JS»-23
LET SC13=8
LET SC23=-1'Q1
LET SC3l=-C18*3»R1t2l''Q2
LET PC13=R1
LET PC23=R1T3'Q1
LET PC33=R1t5'Q2
LET FC1)=R2
LET FC23=R2-BTNCR23
LET FC33=R2-flTKC3'R2/C3-R2T23 3
LET GC1.L3=GC1,L3 + C2*L-13*SINCFCL33t2
REHHH-«-l-H-»-«-t-IHH-l-H-H-l-4H^H-H-mHHHHHHHHHHHHHH-iHH-(H^HHHHHHH-l-l-l-HH-«H-IHHH-l-HHHH

REI1 LOOP OM ftJ-SPlN
FOR J2=J9 TO J 9 + D C J 1 . 6 3 - 1 STEP 1
DISP " E = " ; E 8 ; " L=" ;DCJ1 .33 ; " BJ = " ;ECJ2 .23
IF BC43=8 THEN 1133
GOSUB 2188
LET G3=C2*ECJ2.23*13>'C<;*CtJ0> 13+23
REH WEIGHTING GHC=U1) ,GF(=U2J P.NO GTC=U33 ON PORTER-THONRS DISTRIBUTION
LET fl=P,1=P,2=8
FT3R K=1 TO 18 STEP 1
LET P=UCK>ECJ2,33 3
LET •J1=ECJ2.43»S9RCE83*FNBCR1,DCJ1,333»ECJ2.3J
LET U2-U3=8

1230
1285
ine
1228
1222
1224
1226
1238
1248
1258

1278
1238
1290
1380
1318
1328
1348
1358
1368
1378
133e
1398
1480
1418
1428
1438
1448
1458
1460
1*70
1438
1498
1580
1510
1520
1539
1540
1558
1569
1570
1588
1598
1600
1618
1620
1639
1S49
1653
1668
1678
1688
••698
1708
1710
1720
1738
1743
1750
1760
1778
1738
1798
1300
1318
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FOR J4=1 TO 10 STEP 1
IF BC4:=0 THEN 1224
LET U2=U2-HJCJ4,ECJ2,6:)3/CU1*P«-ECJ2,53+WCJ4,ECJ2-63)»F6J
LET U3=U3-H^Cy i»P+ECJ2 ,53*UU4 ,ECJ2 ,63 3»F63
GOTO 1238
LET U2=F6=0
LET U3=W3+1^CU1»P+ECJ2.53J
MEXT J4
LET P . = P . + U 1 » U 1 » P * P » 1 J 3 - M 8 8
LET O1=fi1+U1»P*ECJ2.53*U3^180
LET fl2=«2+U1*P»F6*U2'108
NEXT K
LET GC2.L3=GC2.L3+G8/ECJ2, 13 * CB-2*E t J 2 , 4 3 »SIN CF CL3 3 «SIN CF CLJ J3
LET GC5,L3=GC5.L3+G8'ECJ;. •" l *01
LET GC6,L3=GC6,L3+G0'£t .J2, Tj~fZ
MEXT J2
REIH-«-l-l-lHH-l-l-l-MHHHH-mHH-IHH-l-l-lHHHH-lH-m-«HHH-IHHH-<-IHHH-i-H-IH-I-IH-IH-' -IHHHH-I

LET J9=J9+DCJ1.63
LET B=2*?I»PI*L1*i_1
LET-Ct1-L3-GC1,L3«4»P1^K1^K1
LET GC2.L3=GC2,L3*B
LET GC3.L3=8
LET GC4.L3=Gt1,L3+GC2,L3+GC3.L3
LET GC5.L3=GC5,L3*B
LET GC6.L3=GC6.L3»B
LET GC7.L:=GC4.L3+GC5,L3+GC6.L3
NEXT J1

FOR 1=1 TO 7 STEP 1
LET GtI.43=GCI.13+GCI.23+GCI,33
NEXT I
IF N1»N2=0 THEN 1568
«RITE :2,E8,GCN1.N23
IF GCN1.N23<=Y2 THEN 1528
LET Y2=GCN1,M23
IF GCN1,N23>=Y1 THEN 1543
LET Y1=GCM1,N23
PRINT E3.GCN1'N23, •
GOTO 1578
G0SU8 1903
MEXT EC
OM S3 GOTO 5r ) , 1598
REN END OF LOOP ON ENERGY
IF M1»N2=a THEN 1658
PRINT
PRINT " • CROSS SECTION G C " ; M 1 ; " . " ; « 2 ; " 3 STORED FOR PLOT ON FILE <FIPLO>
PRINT "PBSCISSB • i n = " ; E 1 i " n«ax=";E2; " • • ORDINfiTE u i n = " ; Y 1 ; " »ax=" ;Y2
NEXT J8
FOR 1=1 TO 10 STEP 1
PRINT
NEXT I
GOTO 2238

REM UfiUE NUMBER CSLCULBTION
DEF FNO CE33 = 2 . 19685E-3*SaR (E33 *D t J 1 , 1 3 ' CD CJ 1 .13+13
REtt PENETRBTION FBCTOR CBLCULSTION
DEF FNBCR1.L3
OH L + 1 GOTO 1 7 5 8 . 1 7 7 8 , 1 7 9 8
LET F N * = 1
GOTO 1880
LET FM*=R1*R1^CR1»R1+13
GOTO 1888
LET FN»=R1T4^ ÎR1t4+3*R1T2+93
FNEMD
REM SaUflRE SIN OF FSSE SHIFT CBLCULBTION
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1320
1333
1340
1353
1360
1878
1388
1890
1900
1918
1920
1930
1913
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2808
2010
2020
2033
2040
2053
2369
2190
2113
2129
2130
2140
2150
2163
2170
2130
2190
2280
2219
2223
2233

DEF FNDCR.L.J3
ON R GOTO 1849.1840, 1840
LET FN*=1
GOTO 1898
LET FN«=1
GOTO 1898
LET FM«=1
FMEMD
PRIMT
OISP "PRINTING OUTPUT FOR EHERGY";E8
PRINT "ENERGY"*"wave no.","wave length","channel radius"
PRINT E8,K1.L1,R1
PRIMT "PBRPIHETERS>1,"1=8"."1 = 1"."1=2"
PRINT "Shif t fac tors" , SC13 ,SC23,SC33
PRINT "Pen.factors",PC13 , PC23 ,P C3J
PRIMT "Phase shif t" ,FC13 , F C23 ,FC33
PRINT "CROSS SECTIONS", •• CUnresolued region, s t a t i s t i ca l »odel3",
PRINT "pot. scat ter ing" , G C1, 13,GC1,23,GC1,33,GC1,43

SUN"

" r e s . s c a t t e r i n g " , GC2,13 ,GC2,23 ,GC2,31,GC2.4Î
"res»POt sca t t . " ,GC3, 13 ,G C3, 23 , GC3, 33 ,G C3, 43
" t o t a l e l a s t i c " , G C4, 13 , G C4, 23 ,GC4, 33 , GC4, 43
"capture",GC5-11,GC5,2} ,GC5,31 , GC5,43
"f ission",GC6, 13.GC6,23,GC6,33,GC6.43
"tota l" ,GC7, 1J,GC7,23,GC7,33,GC7-43

PRIMT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
pRINT
PRINT
RETURN
RE« SUB. FOR CflLCULBTION OF FISSION WIDTH RT GIUEN ENERGY RND SPIN STBTE
IF CE8-QC13J*CE8-QCCCJ8,6333<8 THEN 2180
FOR J3=1 TO CCJ8,6:-1 STEP 1
IF CE8>=CCJ333 RNO CE9<=0 CJ3+133 THEN 2153
NEXT J3
LET F6=0CJ2, J33 • CO CJ2, J3+13 - 0 CJ2, J33 3 • CO CJ3+13 -Q CJ33 3 * CE8-Q CJ33 3
GOTO 2220
REM ENERGY OUT OF RONGE
IF E0<QC13 THEN 2219
LET F6=QCJ2,CCJ0,633
GOTO 2229
LET F6=0CJ2, 13
RETURN
END

TRIESTE WINTER COLLEGE 1982. LECTURES EY n.NOTTfl

3510 REH <RINEG> PROGRHfi FOR I"n PINO Ff CRLCULP.T10N
8023 REN OF THE BCuND LEUEL
0830 DCL 50Ft
9948 DEF FMfl Cn,E93=2. 296771E-3«SQR tqBStE933 «tB^CB-HD 3
0053 DEF FN8CR,B.C3 = C-B+SQRCB*B-4»B*C3 3'2.'H
0860 DEF FNCCR,8,C3=C-B-SQRCB«B-4*O»C,3'2^fi
0073 LET F*="'LLLLLLLLLLl.LLLLLLLLLLLLLLL=**i*«««.•*•«*«"
0030 PRINT TRBC153;"<RINEG> PROGROO FOK CfiLCULBTION OF Tn flND r f "
0099 PRINT TRBC303;"OF THE BOUND LEUEL"
0190 PRINT
8118 PRINT "Eu and Barns units"
0120 DISP "NUCLEUS URSS CRURI3 =";
9130 INPUT 11
0143 PRIMT USING F*,"Nucleus aass C=RURI3".H
0153 DISP "THERMflL CRPTURE CROSS SECTION=";
0160 INPUT Si
8173 PRIMT USIMG F»,"Thermal capture S1",S1
0188 DISP "THERnHL FISSION CROSS S£CTION=";
8190 INPUT S2
823a PRIMT USIMG Fl,"Thermal fission S2",S2
0213 DISP "NUCLEUS SPIN I=";
0220 INPUT I
0239 PRIMT USING F*,"I",I
0243 DISP "RESONBNCE SPIN J =";
0258 INPUT J
0260 PRIHT USING F*,"J",J
8270 DISP "RESONflNCE ENERGY =";
3289 INPUT E
8299 PRINT USIMG F*,"Er",E
0330 DISP "RflDlflTION UIDTH r3=";
0310 INPUT G
0328 PRINT USING F*,'Tg",G
9338 LET G7= C2»J*13^C2» C2»I + 13 3
3340 LET L1=1'FNBCn,0.02533
8359 LET L2=1'FMRCn'.E3
8369 LET C=PI*L1»L2*C7
837P LET D8=9.0253-E
33S8 LET F1=S2»G'S1
9398 PRINT USING F», T ( C=rg»S2'S13 ", F1
9489 LET R1=S1
8419 LET B1=2*S1*tG+F13-4»C*G
8428 LET C1=S1»t4*08*D8+CG+F13 T23
0436 LET D=B1»B1-4»R1»C1
8448 IF D>3 THEN 478
3459 PRIMT "IMBGINRRY SOLUTION FOR l"n. CHRNGE THE GUESS"
8468 GOTO 568
Ù479 PRINT "POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS: ";
04S9 LET G1=FMBC«1.B1,C13
8439 PRINT 'Tn =";G1,
3500 LET G2=FNCCR1»B1,C13
9510 PRINT 'Tn =";G2
9520 PRINT TRBC233;'T8n=";G1^SQRCRBSCE33 ,
0530 PRINT 'T0n=";G2/SQRCfiBSCE3 3
0548 LET Q1=D9»D8+CG*F1+G13»CG*F1+G13^4
S55e LET Q2=D8«D0+CG+F1+G23*CG+F1+G2J/'4
0569 LET S1=C*G1»G'Q1
9S79 LET S2=C*G2»G^Q2
9589 LET S3=C*F1*G1'01
8S98 LET S4=C*F1»G2'Q2
0698 PRINT "CHECK CRPTURE S1 =";S1,"S1 =";S2
3610 IF F 1=8 THEN 630
0623 PRINT "CHECK FISSION S2 =";S3,"S2 =";S4
96Ï9 END
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0029
9038
9040
3050
3860
0878
8338
8898
8193
8118
8128
8133
3148
3158
8160
0178
0130
8190
3238
3213
0228
0238
0243
0258
3268
0273
3233
8298
3338
8313
0328
3333
0343
3358
3368
3378
3338
9398
8480
8410
3428
8430
3448
9458
8468
8478
8438
8498
3503
3513
3523
3530
3540
3558
9568
8573
9530
3599
9680
9619
3628
0630
8648
3650

<RCri8> CODE FOR GENERBLIZED ROMBERG I'lTEGPBTION •
PRINT " « <ROnB> CODE FOR ROHBERG QURDRBTURE *"
FKEY H1.STRRT 230:
FKEY «2.STRRT 438:
FKEY «3.STRRT 530:
FKEY «4.STBRT 740:
FKEY «5.STBRT 740:
FKEY «6.STBRT 1438:
FKEY «16.STRRT 1658:
GOSUB 128
GOTO 170
PRINT
PRINT
RETURN
OISP "KEY OPTIOMS. KEY #1=MENU'";
STOP
REH k-OriBERG 8UBDRRTURE FOR INPUT PBIRS X.Y
REH
Din CC5.53.DC53
DflTR 1,0,8,8,8,4,-1,8,8,8,64,-28,1,8,8,4096,-1344,84,-1,0,1048576
DflTfl -348168,22848,-348,1,1,3,43,Z833.722925
LET R=8
RESTORE
RERD CC1,13,CC1.23,CC1,33.CC1.43.CC1,53,CC2. 13 .CI2.23 .CC2.33 ,CC2,43,CC2.53
REflD CC3, 13,CC3,23,CC3,33.Ct3,43,CC3-53 .CC4.13 .CC4.2J .CC4.33 .CC4.43
RERD CC4,53,Cl5,13,CC5,23.Ct5,33.CC5,43,CC5,53
RERD DC13,DC23,DC33,3C43,DCS3
GOTO 158
PRINT
PRICT TBBC9:1
PRINT
PRINT TBBC53;
PRINT
PRINT TBBC53;
PRINT TBBC53;"KEY t2: Input keyboard"
PRINT TRBC53;"KEY t3: Input disk file <FIPLO>"

Integration"
Order and interval change, sane input"

* input disk file <FIPLO>"
rograa exit"

"GENERBLIZED ROMBERG QUBDRBTURE FOR INPUT PRIRS X.Y"

"KEY OPTIONS"

"KEY #1:
"KEY t2:
"KEY t3:
"KEY #4:
"KEY #5:
KEY #6: print
'KEY #16: Stop!

Menu"
Input
Input

PRINT TBBC53
PRINT TBBC53
PRINT TBBC53
PRINT TBBC53
GOTO 158
REH
REn
REH
LET R8=8
OISP "NUMBER OF X.Y PBIRS
INPUT N
DIM XC1003.YC1803
PRINT " r>,"XtI3"."YtI3"
FOR I»1 TO N STEP 1
OISP "XC";I;"3 = ";
INPUT XCIJ
OISP "VC11;!;11! = ";
INPUT YCI3
PRIMT I.XC:3.YCI3
NEXT I
GOTO 158

KEYBORRD INPUT •

REM
REN
GOSUB 120
FILES FIPLO
LET R8=0
RESTORE : 1
RERD .1.N.E1

INPUT FROM DISK FILE

3668
8679
3633
8690
0700
9710
8728
0730
0740
9750

TRIESTE WINTER COLLEGE 1982. LECTURES BY n.nOTTfl

PRINT "NUMBER OF PRIRS FROM DISK = ";N
FOR 1 = 1 TO N STEP 1
IF E1>8 THEN 710
REBD :1,XCI3,YCI5
GOTO 728

:1,XCI3,YCI3.E
I

0770
0780
0790
3380
9310
0320
0330
0340
9859
0860
0370
0830
0830
3300
0910
9920
3938
8940
8958
8960
0370
0938
9930
1880
1019
1829
1330
1040
18SH
1060
1070
1030
1090
1180
1110
1120
1130
1148
1150
11G8
1178
1188
1198
1298
1210
1228
1238
1240
1250
t260
1270
1280
1290
1330

RE.RD
NEXT
REM
REH
REM
LET R=«
PRINT
DISP "INDEX LOUER LINIT=";
INPUT HI
DISP "INDEX UPPER LiniT=";
INPUT M2
DISP "INTEGRBTIOM ORDER=";
INPUT 11
PRINT "INTEGRBTIOM ORDER ";I1
IF CI1>53 OR CIK13 THEM 988
GOTO 318
REM
REM
REM
LET 11=1
LET 12=11-1
LET m=2ÎI2
LET M3=M2-M1
LET M4=N1
LET 13=8
LET R2=8
OH 11 GOTO 1880,1860,1040.1828,338
IF N3>16 THEM 11B0
LET 11=11-1
LET m=2TCI1-15
GOTO 970
IF N3>=8 THEN 1108
GOTO 398
IF N3>=4 THEN 1108
GOTO 398
ir M3>=2 THEN 1180
GOTO 998
IF M3>=1 THEN 1188
GOTO 1358
LET N5=N4*m
LET N6=N4
LET H3=2t I3
LET 13=13*1
LET N7=M6+H3
LET R1=0
IF N7>M5 THEN 1228
LET T= CX CN7) -X tN63 3 • C CY CN6J +Y CN73 3
LET R1=R1*T
LET N6=M6+M3
LET N7=M7+M3
GOTO 1168
LET R2=R2*R1»CCI1,I33
IF I3>=I1 THEN 1308
LET 14=13*1
IF CI4>53 OR CI4<13 THEK 1Z88
ON 14 GOTO 1030.1860.1848.1828,988
GOTO 1380
LET 14=1
GOTO 1268
LET R2=R2'DCI13

INTEGRBL CHLCULBTION
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LET R=R+R2
LET N4=N5

TABLE 1. Parameters in the resolved region for SL Breit-Wigner

representation

1339
1349
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1430
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1563
1570
1538
-i 5 9 0
1608
1610
1623
1630
1643
1659
1668
1679

LET N3=M2-M5
GOTO 358
LET R8=R8+R
PRINT
PRINT
DISP
STOP
STOP
GOSUB
PRINT
FOR I
PRIMT
MEXT
GOTO
REM
REM
REn
GOSUB

"IMTECROL BETUEXM X C"; N1 : "3=";XCM1J ; " . e
": R=";R ; " I

"IMTEGRAL =

128
"I","XCI5",'

= 1 TO M
i.xcu.
I
158

128
RESTORE : 1
READ
PRIMT
PRIMT
PRIMT

; 1 , M * E 1
TPBC81,

11 I"-"
FOR 1=1 TO M
IF E1>8 THEM
REHD
PRIMT
GOTO
REBD
PRIMT
NEXT
GOTO
GOSUB
PRINT
END

:1,XCIJ.
1, X CI J »
1638
:1,XCIJ-
I,XCIJ,

I
158
128
TRBC23J

STEP
YCIJ

3ND CUMULBTIUE VRLUE = "JR8
•;R;

•YCIJ "
1

* IMPUT PRIMT FROM DISK FILE

"MUHBER OF PB1RS X.Y FROd DISK = ";

XCI]
STEP
1618
YCIJ
YCIJ

YCIJ,
YCIJ,

; • • •

I"." YCIJ"," DYCI3"
1

,E
E

STOP! <R0MB> CODE EXIT ••'

MLS

TBBLE 1 . SIMGLE LEUEL BU PBRB11ETERS IM RESOLUED
FKEY» 6: PRIMT OF THE RECBLLED F ILE <BB138>

ZBI BBM b LFU
4.S1388E+84 1 .00000E*98 8.30B80E+80 8 . 8 8 0 8 8 E * 8 0 1

EL EH LRU LRF
1 .30090E-95 9 .00888E»04 1 .80080E*88 1 .80888E+88 8

SPI BP b b

e.aeeeeE^ae 6.2335BE-81 a.aeeeeE*ee a.aaaaaE+ee 3
BUR I BM L b

1.36728E+82 0 ,00088E+88 8 .03888E*08 8 .8eeeaE+88 7
ER OJ GT CM

-2 .52488E*e3 5 .38838E-81 8 .63 ieeE*81 8.68088E+B1 3
3.89180E*84 5 .08888E-81 2.25338E*82 2.25888E+a2 3
j .b5080E+e4 5.0aa8BE-81 2 .83 ie8Ef81 7.8800aE+81 3
4.32580E»84 5 . 0 8 0 8 8 E - a i 1.50258E+82 1.50888E+82 2
5.04888E+84 5 . 8 8 0 8 8 E - a i 2.5B325E«82 2.58888E+82 3
5.91833E*34 5 . 0 8 0 0 6 E - a i 7.83688E*81 7.88888E+81 3
6.33083E+04 5 .88000E-81 1.88288E+82 1.88888E+82 2.
S.988e8E+34 5.8008BE-81 4.88587E+82 4.0B888E*82 5,
- .40888E+84 5.80888E-B1 1.88245E+82 1.0888aE*82 2.
7.38088E+84 5 .03888E-81 1.58223E«82 1.58888E+82 2.
S.13008E+84 S .88880E-a i 2 .e2848Ef81 2.88888E+81 2.
8.9488BE+84 5 .88888E-81 2.02388E+81 2.88888E+81 2 .80808E-81

Bfl L b 6»MRS
8.08888E+88 1.88988E»88 8.00088E+09 1

ER BJ GT 3M
4.?148eEt03 5.88880E-91 8.38988E-92 3.58888E-82 5
7.37608E*83 1.58038E*00 3.84S88E+88 3.08888Et88 4
1.40400E*04 1.58888E*aa 3.03438E*08 3.08888E+88 3
-.97300E<-04 5.988B8E-91 1.04380E+99 1.08889E+89 4

REGIOM. BRRIUn 138.

MER b
eO0B8E«-8B 9 .88880E*e8

b b
8.80888E+88

«E
8.e00B8E*e8

6*NRS NRS
28888E«81 1 .28808E*81

GG GF

59888E-81
18898E-81
saeeaE-ei

25888E-B1
EaeaeE-ei
eeeaeE-ei
878B8E-81
4S880E-81
23088E-81

BURI

1.33888E+84

2.23588E+84
3.2&388E+84
3.54208E*34
4.37588E+84
4.98388E+84
5. 13888E<'84
5.34800E+84

6. 16888E+84
6.558Q8E+84

S0888E+88 7.33088Et08 7.J888aE+88 S
38888E*83 1.a8468E»81 1.O880BE+81 4
80888E-81 5.84688Et08 3.088eeE+09 4
58008E*e8 3.8588BE<-88 5.0aBBaE<-88 5
00888E-91 1.48448E*81 1.4888BE+81 4
saeaeoee 1.88418E*91 i.aeeeaE-fei 4
30888E*8a 5.03988E*8B 5.0888aE-f9B 3

5.B7138E-f09 5.08088E+88 7
1.B7388E1-88 1.ae888E+ee 7
1.87383Et81 1.8B8eaE+81 7
2.88798E-<-81 2.0aeeBE*81 7
2.8B7G8E»ei 2.88B8BE*81 7

58388E*88 3.89<98E->-9B 5.e8e88E*8e 9 .
39888E*88 3.88688E->89 5.88888E+88 8.
58888E+89 3.06888E*88 5.38888E+89 6.

L

08888E-81
58088E+88

GG
838B8E-82
58808E-82
40838E-t32
30888E-92
88888E-82
63888E-82
68888E-82
8B888E-82
48888E-82
18888E-82
98888E-82
188eeE-82
30888E-82
38988E-e2
98898E-82
6B88BE-82
48888E-82
68888E-a2
88888E-82
6*MRS

8.80088E+88
9.8688BEt88
8.888P8E-te8
8.eeB88E*8B
8.83880E+8B
8.88888E*8B
e.eaeesE+BB
8.88888E+a8
e.aeeeaE^ee
8.80888E*88

NRS
1.98308E-t01

GF
8.8ee88E->88
8.00089E*88
8.80888E+e8
8.88880Et88
8.88838E+88
8.88888E+88
e.e8888E+ee

8.8e888E+88

GG

: . 62408E*84 2.80088E+88
3.131O0E*34 2 .00888E*88

3.3I880E+84
BUR I Bti

1.3G720E+82 8.30808E*-88 2 .08S88E»88 8 . e 8 0 8 8 E * 8 8 4
ER BJ GT GM

2.83893E+B3 1 .128B9E-B1 1 ,2«BBeE-82 1
1.12800E-81 1.20388E-82 1.88988E-B1
1.24888E-91 2.48388E-82 1.988eBE-91

3.23308E+84 2.8888BE+88 1.188B8E-81 1.38BeaE-82 1.e89B8E-81
3.33580E*04 2.09888E+88 1.28888E-81 2.Ba8BaE-82 1.eea88E-01
6.13888E*34 2.e8888E*88 1.44888E-81 4.48888E-82 1.0B888E-81
7.338O0E»04 1.50888E+88 3.40098E-81 2.48888E-81 1.88888E-81
7.33888E»-84 1.30880E+08 1.87588E+88 1.80808E*08 7.S888aE-02

9.8880BE*98
8.88883E+98
8.eO888E+e8
8.88888E+0e
8.08888E*8B
e.eaeeeE^ee
8.888eeE+8B
e.eeaeaE-vee
B.98888E*8B

NRS
8.80888E-t08

GF
0.80088E+0B
e.eeaeeE+ee
0.8880eE*88
8.88883E+8e

0.888e0E+88
e.008B8E+ee
8.809BeE+09

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

18
11
12

13
14
IS
16
17
18
19
28
21
22
23
24
25
2E
27
28
29
38
31

32
33
34
35
36
37
33
39
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TABLE 2. Parameters in the resolved region for ML Breit-Wigner

representation

TABLE 3. The formulas for the cross section representation with

the SL Breit-Wigner approximation

TB8LE 2. Î1ULTILEUEL
FKEY* 6: PRINT

2

1

0

ZBI
.49548E+84

EL
.83998E-83

SPI
.80889E*89

BUR I
5.34730E+01

-1

1
*,

2.
2,
i

2.
2,
3.

3.
3.
3.
3i

5.

\ t
1.
5.
5.
6.

•>
3'.
3.
3.

ER
. 12989E+84
.29988E+84
.28188E+85
. 798S0E+95
.438aaE+85
. 7S889E+85
. 33999E+8S
.33488E*85
.98588E+8S
.aB503E+03

31888E+85
551B8E+83
5858aE+aS
93580E+05
BURI

34758E+81
ER

93888E+B4
44908E+84
91888E+94
11003E+84
498e8E<-04
73888E*a4
693B8E-03
39388E*83
85888E+9S
32880Et0S
53788E*-8S
37588E+85

2

6

4

8

5,
5
5,
5.
5,
5,
5.
5.
5.
5.

S.
5.
5.
5.

8.

1.
5.
1.
5.
1.
1.
5
5.
S.
5.
S.

s.

BU PRRBHETEP.S I
OF THE RECRLLED FILE
RBN

.36308E-82
EH

.42848E*85
BP

.38888E-81
fltt

.aaaeaE+ae
BJ

.B880BE-91

.83B03E-91

.30808E-91

.aaaaeE-81

.00080E-91

.aeaeeE-ei

.88088E-81

.89BB9E-B1

.08008E-ai
00880E-01

08888E-91
88888E-81
83G38E-81
80000E-81

an
88898E+88

BJ
50888E+3a
00000E-81
50Be8E+Be
00808E-91
5BB0BE+BB
5eeeec«ee
98880E-01
80888E-ei
08998E-91
808BBE-8.1
30839E-81
88888E-81

a

\

e.

a
4,
5.
3,
1,
1,
9.
3.
9.
6.
5.

b
.88383E*B3

L!w
.88888E+99

b

. 88888E-193
L

.38890E+98
GT

.32303E*B2

.98288E*B2

.58258E+33

.98188E+83

.28248E+83

. 0B250E->83
,082S8E+B3
.58259E+B3
.02500E+02
.825a8E+02

2.82848E+92
3.3B258E1-83
5.
4.

1.

6.
9.
7.
1.
8.
1.
5.
2.
3.
8.

92040E*B2
88253E+93
L

08089E*98
GT

7SB88E-81
38aeaE-ai
38888E-91
a4888E+08
08088E-81
218B8E+89
83688E+82
33688E+02
88680E-V82
19608E+02

4.9B608E+02
1.04868E-t33

IM RESOLUED REGIOM. CHROMIUM 54
<CR54>

a.
2,

a.
8.

4.
S.
3.
1.
1.
9.
3.
9.
6.
S.

2.
3.
5.
4_

8.

7.
3.
1.
4.
2.
6.
S.
2.
3.
8.
4.
1.

LFU
.80888E+B3
LRF

. 99988E+99
b

00000E-»00
b

83888E+e8
GM

30038E*32
98888E*82
S8008Et03
9888aE+83
20090E*93
888B8E+83
80009E+83
S9999E+83
08000E+B2
a0888E->32

98838E*82
88838E*e3
aeaeeE»92
88888E+93

b

88888E+68
GN

50008E-82
30008E-81
39999E-81
48008E-01
0880BE-81
18988E-81
88080E+82
35888E*82
e8888E+92
18889E+92
88080E+92
84888E4B3

1.

8i

2.

9.

2.
2.
2.
1.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.

HER
.98908E+88

b

> 99989E+90
MLS

eeaesE+ee
6*MRS
89883E+01

GG
58883E+98
88380E-81
seaear-fee
00808E*09
40908E+0B
58808E+98
S8888E+80
58888E<-ee
50888E*89
58880E+00

2.34800E+00
2.
2.
2.

7.

6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.

30808E+08
84888E+88
58808E+88
6*MRS
20080E-t01

GG
00008E-81
09988E-B1
88998E-81
80080E-81
08808E-01
88888e-81
90898E-81
830B8E-01
aaeeBE-81
098B0E-81
80800E-81
8000BE-B1

a.
9.

a.
1.

9.
9.
9.
8.

a.
8.
8.
B.
8.
8.

a!
8.
8.
8.

1.

8.

a.
8.

a.
8.

a.
a.8.
8.
8.
8.

a.

b
. tJ880E-

b

.89B9BE
ME

80300E
MRS

5088BE-
GF

88BB0E-
83338E-

»09

v88

• 88

1-81

• 90
.80

BB0B8E+08
00088E+38
00080E+08
88388E*89
80808E+89
8088BE*O8
80888E+00
08088E*89

00808E*88
8e088E*89
88880Eta8
08800E+a8
NRS

2e8B3E*01
GF

00808E+88
00808EH•99
98999E+99
aeeasE-tea
88aBBE+80
08898E1•08
B8000E+00
80888E-"
90080E-I
eaeeeE-i
90880E--
88888E1

00
•80
•98
88
88

ret.

1

2
3
4
5
8
7
8
9
18

12
13
14
15

15
16
17
13
19
28
21
22
23
24
25
26

Sincflc-Lqvel Br«it-Wlgner Formula: LRU-1, LRF-1

Th« fornulas appearing in Cregson «t al.* whicîj omit th« rvsonanc*-

reaonance interference tarns, are adopted. 7»£« fcrs^ls*. written in the

laboratory systea for al l l-valu*s and without Doppler broadening, are (for

a particular isotope]

1. Elastic scattering Cross Section

HLS-1

°n,n<E) " S °n n(E) '
t-0

""vr * rfr»

2. Radiative Capture Cross Section

KLS-1

(E),

1-0

1 <E, . -i y
J r-l "• V
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3. Fission Cross Section

HLS-1

0. , I E )

1-0



_•. V 1 V^ rnrrfr ,

*2 v J £ <«?2*i/«r;

"j 2(21+1)

I is the spin of the target: nucleus end J is the spin of the compound

nucleus for the resonance state.

I » SPI, as given in rile 2 data for each isotope»

TABLE 4. The Multilevel interferential part in the Breit-Wigner

cross section approximation

Multilevel B- \t-Vilqner Formula; LRU-1, LHF»2

The equations are exactly the same as above, except that a level-

level interference term is included in the equation for elastic scattering:

HR. r-1

jr. V
2 Z-f 9

J r>2 s«l

. r I(E-E') (E-E') * 1/4 r r I
nr ns L r s ' t sj .

*1 [(E-E*)2 + 1/4

TABLE 5. Matrix form of the elastic cross section for one resonance

with Breit-Wigner formula

°n,n
e I.a.

2sini(..

from which, by the identity

2Esin<fi.
2siniii. =

2Esini)i|)

+ i *

and introducing the fictitious width and the energy distance

Ecos+j

which are "energy dependent", we can write down the elastic cross

section including potential, resonance and interfer'ential res."pot.

of one isolated resonance:

a* eirJC2Jg.(__L
.a. e .a.

-rtrn.

-r.r . r .r .
t nj nj nj

f 1
1

e .a.

l
e .a.

wheve

~2 •! « AE - i •
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TABLE 6. Matrix form of the ML Breit-Wigner elastic cross section

with many resonances and one neutron channel

^(2£+1)

Vni

Yn2

rni rn1 r

rni rn2 r

F / n 2 • - •

nirn2

n2?n2

Intecf.potxres

^Interf.potxres

I* \

Interferences
(off-diagonal)

N resonances

•SLBW on diagonal

E. + i f j r r j = t o t a l w id th of r e s - j

* = row vector complex conjugate
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TABLE 7. The random generation of signs for u.

<rn>j

+ +

+

u.

+

+

% events

} "

TABLE 8. The data in the resolved region for Reich-Moore formalism

FKEY* 6: PRINT OF THE RECALLED FILE <PU241>
2RI 3BN b LFU

9.42410E+04 1.B8388E+08 0.90000E+80 1.00880E*88 1,
EL EH LRU LRF

i.aaaaaE-BS i.a40aaE*82 1.B8888E+88 3.aaaaaE+88 8
SPI HP b b

2.5a888E*08 9.608e8E-01 B.B3333E*3e 0.88333E+88 1.
RURI an L t.

2.38986E+82 9.00008E*08 0.88880E*88 8.08888E+88 5.
ER FIJ GM EG

2.8080OE-01 3.00000E+88 4.37142E-8S 4.88888E-82 7.
4.28888E+8a 3.39308E*e8 6.19714E-84 4.80088E-82 2.
4.58300E+00 2.08088E-188 4.50008E-04 4.00008E-82-2.
5.33a90E*93 2.83008E*88 3.3S763E-83 4.38888E-82-1.
6.9388eE-»80 3.83308E+88 7.09714E-84 4.38088E-82-8.
3.61fjeeE*80 3.00008E+08 8.70908E-84 4.a8888E-82 «.
9.620aaE*33 2.000a3C+80 4.73400E-84 4.00888E-82 1.
•3.3S990E*00 2.ao >. Li-ea 2.22000E-03 >.eaaaeE-e2 3.
-.277a9E*01 2.a0baaE+88 9.36008E-84 4.88888E-82-2.
1.342a9E*01 3.00308E*38 2.13771E-03 4.08000E-82 8.
1.33B09E*01 2.50300E+9C 2.08888E-95 4.33000E-02 5.
:.4?508E*01 2.80003E*88 £ 98888E-83 4.888B0E-82 1.
•.53sa0E*01 2.00098E+08 1.82840E-83 4.88C8eE-e2-4.
1.6578BE'-31 3.00800E*08 1.1S228E-83 4.80000E-82 1.
1.783BBE+81 3.ae0B0E+88 3.49971E-03
1.3238BE*01 3.08080E+98 1.6028SE-84 4
2.37O69E+01 3.38893E+08 3.5742SE-84 4,
2.137B0E+01 3.08808E+80 4.88571E-0S 4,. .r..

MER
38088E+

b
98888E-t
MLS

83088E+
6»MRS
S2000E
GF1

5883BE
9O808E
48888E
29288E
98888E
18E8UE
82000E
92800E
33000E
00898E-
30009E-

.8B089E*08"
b

.88808E+08
ME

.080B8E*88
MRS

• f. • .Î.

f-
9.54290E-
9.6120BE-
9.6Î500E-
9.73380E-
9.84190E'
3.97900E'

.48808E-82 8.

.8g088E-02 2.

.88880E-02 S.

.80808E-82 B.

:•:•?-'•. :

00088E-
84888E-
800B8E-
70088E-
80888E-
83B88E-

>82 9

•02 8
-82 8
-82 1
•98 1
•32 8
•82 8
•01 3
•81 6,
•81 8.
88 2.

•82 8.
•81 1.
81 S,
81 8,
00 9,
82 8.
82 3.
88-3.

GF2

.80880Z-81

. 6C080E-82

. 08308E»08

.ae088E*ee

. 18088E-02

. 16838E-81
,80880E*08
,98888E-82

.78888E-82

.seeeeE-82
aeaeeE+ea
38B8tEt88

089B8E-8?
39888E-02

1.32333E-
1.83&60E'

81 2.
01 2.
•01 2.
•01 3.
01 3.
01 3.
02 2.
02 3.
02 2.
62 3.

00898E+33
80900E*86
880B3E+00 6.53430E-84 4
08838E+08 S.29714E-84 4

1.11123E-83 4.00888E-82 5.
4.70480E-04 4.0aea8E-S2-1.

88800E-82 3.
0088OE-82 8.

B8B80E*08 6.54771E-03 4.00880E-82 1.
88888E;+a8 2.42742E-03 4.00088E-82 3.
58008E+83 4.98888E-04 4.38888E-82 2.
0888eE+89 8.7S142E-04 4.888B8E-02-4.
88000E*80 1.82230E-03 4.38338E-82 8.
83880E+e8 1.09971E-03 4.08088E-82 8.

30088E-82-6
5Ï888E-81 S
83888E-188 2
7108BE-81-1
87888E-91 7
32388E-81 8
23308E-92-5
7E088E-O1 8
08888E+08 2

80088E-01
,90888E-82
.8a808E-83
,7iee0E-ai
80089E-82
40888E-82
88888E+08
88808E-03
00880E+88
18888E-02

2
3
4
5
6
7
S
9
18
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

83
84
85
88
87
88
89
90
91
92



statist!»! factor

TABLE 9. Resonance parameters for Cm-245. Phase angles refer to

the fission-width-vector orientation in a two-fission-

channel, single-spin-state analysis

(eV)

21.36
24.90
K.S«
M.83
27.63
29.42
31.71
32.9»
34.5*
35.31
36.32
39.45
40.44
42.45
43.10
44.S7
45.74
47.51
43.20
50.48
SI .64
53.63
S4.63
5C.32
58.54
59.99

(meV)

0.457
0.521
0.007
0.147
0.114
0.638
0.018
0.0S4
0.039
1.276
0.256
0.104
0.705
0.824
0.264
0..191
0.087
0.516
0.718
0.252
0.087
1.687
0.04 S
0.186
1.811
0.079

(meV)

(40)
(40)
(40)
(40)
(40)
HO)
(40)
(40)
(40)
(40)
(40)
(40)
(40)
(40)
(40)
(40)
(40)
(40)
(40)
(40)
(40)
(40)
(40)
(40)
(40)
(40)

ftneV)

485
226
549
131
165
328
691

4
61

4195
189
102
585

10
537
694
901

28
1399
751
207
896

1057
505
393
518

fdeg)

-16
99
as

160
90

-171
-69"
-Cl
113
54

177
-126*

128
56

-55
-67
- 9
2fl
SB
92

106
-173

174
54

162
-39

'Best fits were obtained by placing those resonances
marked with an a in a different spin group.

TABLE 10. The formulas for Reich-Moore representation of the ML

two fission channel cross section

D . I . 3 . Keich-Hoor» roraula»

A detailed derivation of these fortula* i s to b« found in Reich and

(3)yJ 2(21+1) '

whet» j i s the spin of the compound nucleus resonance and I i s the target

nucleus spin.

In terms of the* fteich-Moore approximation one nay write

Uf. -

r 1 / 2 r . \/%

where (I-K) .. - 6 * ~ 7 S^ ~" l'"* *

where the sumnation in Eq. (5) is over the resonance levels Xi E. Is the

resonance energyj J\ , the corresponding radiation widths; and T. and I",
Ay AC i

are the widths for the X-th level and channels c and c' , respectively.

If we define

•» . " 4n= " ' " - " ' ' ' n e • « » - - ? •

where A - U~K1 i* Ui> determinant of the rtatrix I-K and si c i s the cofactor

of the element tl-K) of tht matrix I-K« we obtain

J* "' Ç =v*(:21t- Pnn)j-
(2) Neutron cross section* with an exit channel c are given by*

(6)

(7)

where A is calculated in the cencar-of-nass system; and
n

T^ - k - 2.196771 . . . * " " „ « 10'3 /£<eV) . »>
AVJRl+1.0

where AWRI is the nass of the target nucleus in units of neutron nais. The

"nAbs • "nT ' °nn " 4 n ' (8)
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TABLE 11. The U-233 experimental parameters for re so lved region
eva luated with the Reich-Moore m u l t i l e v e l approximation

TABLE 13. The procedure for a determinat ion of the bound l e v e l
as adopted i n the code RINEG

One fission channel parameters Two fission channel parameters
I"».* 1 \ T Tx/ Relative rk." r» , Fu 2Btf 28,,/ Relative

•Uvtl £» ( 1 0 - ( 1 0 - (10"' sign of B» ( 1 0 - ( 1 0 - ( 1 0 - ( 1 0 - ( 1 0 - signs of
M (ev) ij* cv) ev) ev) fl»iâ» (ev) IJ' ev) ev) ev) ev) ev) flxiflxt "ii^x

~ ï 0.195 7/Ï2 0.00059 44 ûÔ + 0.150 7/12 0.00002 15 60 35 i l - +"
2 1.55 5/12 0.165 60 562 •••» 1.56 7/12 0.104 54 420 0 420
3 1.76 7/12 0.155 36 182 - 1.755 7/12 0.162 36 186 186 0 _ . . .
4 2.31 7/12 0.036 34.6 48 + 2.305 7/12 0.086 34.6 48 45.6 2.4 + -
5 3.61 7/12 0.060 62 174 + 3.65 7/12 0.057 53 149 129 20 + +
6 4.75 5/12 0.130 80 718 •••• 4.S25 7/12 0.105 80 850 750 100 + -
7 5.82 7/12 0.047 80 316 -
i 6.82 7/12 0.300 55 146 + 6.32* 7/12 0.300 55 146 0 146 . . . -
) 7.6 7/12 0.007 43 125 -

10 S.7 7/12 0.010 40 300 -
11 9.2 7/12 0.019 50 180 -
12 10.47 7/12 0.411 85 270 + 10.47' 7/12 0.411 85 270 0 270 ••• -

* Based on considerations presented in the text (discussion).kSicn immaterial, since the contribution was calculated using a ttriile-tevel formula.
* Not included in the two rission channel analysis.1 Curied over from the one fission crunnel analysis.

The code calculates the neutron and fission ( if f i s s i l e ) widths
of the negative bound level which better reproduce the thermal capture
ana fission cross-sections at 0.0253 eV.

The single level Breit-Wigner resonance profile is assumed with
the following known input parameters

AWRI = atomic nsss unit (neutron • 1) of the isotope
SI = thermal capture cross section
SZ » thermal f i s s ion cross section { i f non f i s s i l e put » i)
I » spin target nucleus
J ' resonance spin for £*0 bound level
Er = resonance energy for *»0 bound level
rg - radiative width

The calculation immediately provides for comouting rf « r «(S2/S1)
and frcB the BW simplified fornula for x-reaction

TABLE 12. The possible sequence of signs for a matrix of order 3

No.

1

2

3

t,

S

6

7

8

>1 ^2 ^3

+ + -

No.

1

A

6

7

7

6

4

1

a12 a13 a23 "

+ - -

324

we solve with respect to "n or rx by the equations

n

C

or

• * C r n

c = »* SJ

"> rn

+ ( r n + r T ) ! )

The reaction index x is generally referred to f ission reaction.



TABLE 14. Cross sections in the Unresolved Region TABLE 15. Cross sections in the Unresolved Region (continuation)

a. B l a s t i c Scattering Cross Section

MLS

i-0

MS.

sin2<!x

NJS,

•S? i

Radiative Captive Cross Section

SLS ^
p

n,y (E) - 2 Vv <E)

KJS,

The animation over '., in Che above equations, extends up

to i - 2 or to MLS (where MLS i s the number of {.-states for which

data are g iven) . ?or each value of -tt the aucmation over J -a tates

extends to KJSj (the number of J - s t a t e s for a particular i - s t a t e ) .

NLS and HJS are given in Fi le 2 .

c . F iss ion Cross Section

NLS ^
cn,f <E> "Tl °n.f &

where R ^ j , Rf^tJ , and V^^ j are fluctuation in tegra l s for captmre,

f i s s ion , and e l a s t i c scattering, respect ive ly . Associated with each of

these integrals i s the nuaber of degrees of freedom for each of the

average widths.
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TABLE 16. Parameters for the Unresolved Region. Curium 245

FXEY» b PBltiT OF THE RECSLLED FILE <Cn24SU>
ZBI BSN b LFU NER b

9.62-J58E+94 i.aeo88E+ee 8.e88eaE+e8 i.aeeeaE+ae i.eaaaeE+ee e.eeaeeE+aa
EL EH LRU LRF b b

b.i£888E+8i i.eeeeeE+e4 2.888B8E+88 i.aaeaaE+ae a.aaaeeE+ea 8.8e*888E+88
SPl BP b b NLS NE

3.5388aE«@e 9 . 5 8 8 8 8 E - 8 ) a . 8 8 8 8 8 ^ + 8 8 e . 8 8 8 8 8 E + 8 8 3 . 8 e e a e E + 8 8 2.B8ee8E+8a
• ES - 6 1 18888 •

AURI fin L b 6*rsjS NJS
2.42968E+82 8.aaa8ec+e8 e.eeeeeE+aa e.eaaaeE+eB i.2eesaE+8i 2.aeeeeE+8e

OJ RJ BnUN <GN8> <GG> NUF
2.a3438E+88 3.e88aeE+88 1.38888E+88 3.3728eE-e4 3.688eeE"-82 2.8ee98E+88

I tF = .394 .419 t
2.28444E+88 4.eaeeeE+88 1.88888E+88 2.62329E-a4 3.443BBE-82 2.88BBBE+Se

I GF * .432 .465 I
BURI an L b S»NJS NJS

2.42968E+82 8.88988E+88 1.ee888E+88 8.88899E+98 2.48888E+81 4.88888E+a8
DJ BJ BHUH <GN8> <GG> NUF

:.963aaE+8e 2.aeaaeE+aa i.eeeesE+ae a.3323aE-a4 3.7aaaaE-82 2.aaee8E+08
• 5F = .36 .378 •

2.3343aE+ee 3.eaaeaE+ee 2.ee88aE+aa 5.95283E-B4 3.6aeeaE-a2 2.aeea8E+ae
I CF = .394 .419 •

2.28444E+BB 4.88aeeE+88 2.ee8e8E«88 4.62932E-84 3.4aaBeE-82 2.88eaeE+e9
I GF * .432 .465 •

•.3a364E+88 5.eaae8E+e8 i.eeeeeE+88-3.7a;e4E-a4 3 . 2 B B B B E - 8 2 2.ae888E+8e
I GF - .469 .518 •

BURI flti L b 6»NJS NJS
2.423&BE+82 8.88888E+88 2.88888E+88 8.88888E+88 3.68888E+81 6.88888E+8Q

OJ BJ KHUN <GN8> <GG> nuF
6.S1333E+88 1.888a8E+8l 1.88888E+88 8.9868BE+89 3.68898^-82 2.eeeaeE+8B

I GF « .4 .4 I
3.9S808E+88 2.88888088 2.89899E+8a 8.88eeeE+88 3.58998^-92 2.9ee88E + 89

• GF = .4 .4 I
2.3343aE+aa 3.eae88E+ea 2.eeaeaE+ea e.eesaec+ee 3.6eeeaE-e2 2.eeaa8E+e8
I GF = .4 .< I

2.28444E+88 4.aea8eE+88 2.ee888E*98 8.83888E+99 3.eeaB8E-82 2.BeaeeE+ee
I CF = .« .4 •

1.3a3G4E+88 5.8ee88E+89 2.88e88E+e8 8.e899BE+99 3.6888aE-82 2.8988aE+8e
1 GF » .4 .4 •

;.52616E+68 6.98889E+9H 1.a8889E+ae 9.88888^+99 3.68888E-82 2.8a888E+a8
• GF = .4 .4 I

TABLE 17. Parameters for the Unresolved Region in ENDF/B format.

Curium 245

FJCÎ12=,5.K>PT
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9 .
G #

1.
2

-1.
6.
\ m
2.

6245B*
6245C1+
OOOPP-
5BB0P+
42960+
00000-
5B0PD-
9BO0B+
4 5DBP+

0
^
1
1
0
p

2
1
6

=

c
2
3
3
3

.42960+

.O0BO0+

.10000+

.50000-

.0 +

.50001+

.50002+

.50B03+

.5000'.+

2
0
\

e
B
6
6

c

L

1

1

.55000-

.EI2BG0-

.400BC—

.10BBB-

B
0
1
P
0
5 5
4 4
4 4
4 4

.00000-

.00000-

.00000-

.00000-

c1
3
0
0
;•

2
2
2

3.

E.
1.
3.

2'
00000-
BOOBB-
7 5B0D-
00000-

•1

2"
0
1

*c
1
I
1
1

0

c
0
0

.0

.c

. E1

.Pi

Li 1151P.ÛOC".

215100003
0V64S

+ 090*.:

151B00CS
15100006
15100007
1E100B06

5 2151B0B0c

i.

7

E
9
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
4

4

c.

5
5
5
5

6
3
6

g

2
3
0
2
i,

2
0
3
3.
0.
2.
3.
B.
2.

Q;

. 6 S B ^

.75000+

.53BÛC+

.65G0P+

. 15B00+

.01500+

.134BG-

.35BB0+

.37500+

.60000+

.13600+

.49000+

.5B4B0+

.6e3BC' +

.76300+

.°4200+

.171B0+

.29900+
4 590P+
.53100+
. U320C'+

.94500+
044BB+
-245BB+
.31000+
. 45"70B+
.57400+
.75106+
.92066+
.64800+
.16400+
.36360+
.46300+
63200+
B54Q0+
99900+
1BQOB+
50000+
10000+
42960+
0 +
B3430+
94B00-
B +
20444+
32B00-
42960+
B
9oBD0+
6000B-
0 +
83430+
9400C-
0 +
2B44.+
32000-

8 B 3 D « +

69OCP-

C
C'

C
e
i
*
i
i
1
1
\

i
i
i

i

i
i
i
i
i
<
1
1
i
i
i
i
i
l
l
i
1
1
0
i
2
0
0
1
0
0
1
2
0
B
1
P
0
1
B
0
i
B
B
1

2
3
3
2

3
3
2
3
3
3
2
3
3
3

3
3
3
2
3
3
"3

3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
9
1.
0
0.
3
4
0.
4.
4
0.
B.
~. ̂

i!0.
3.
4.
B.
4 .
4.
0.
5.

.500,,

.566B7+

. ̂OPBS-*-

.5B0D9+

.5B01B+
-SOB 12+
.5061?+
-50B14+
.50015+
.5BE16+
.56000+
.50BBD+
50000+
50000+
56000+
5BB0B+
5B6B0+
5B0OB+
50000+
5B00B+
5BB00+
50000+
50BQ0+
50B0B+
50BBB+
5B0BB+
5DBBB+
5B000+
50006+
5BBBB+
5BBBB+
50000+
5BBB0+
50000+
50000+
50B00+
OBOB0+
50000-
OBBB0+
0 +
e
OBBBB+
1900D-
0 +
BBBBB+
65O0B-
0 +
0 +
00000+
7B0B6-
0 +
OBBBB+
190BB-
0 +
BOBOO+
65000-
0 +
60600-
•Î80DB-

B
6
0
0
0
B
B
B
0
0
0
C
0
0
B
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
6
6
B
0
6
6
B
6
6
B
6
6
C
6
A-
1
4
B
B
B
1
B
B
1
0
6
B

0
0
1
0
B
1
B
6
1

1
*

3
H

Ê

2
1
2
f.

3
7
=
3
it

3
2
7
1

6
4

1
2

3
Ç.
1
6
1
3
1
1
6

1

1

1

2

2

1

."OBCC-

.10060-

."1000-

.300B0-

.90000-
-BOODO-
.SD060-
.90000-
.4B0BO-
.2BBBB-
.11211-
.59978-
.55E31-
.61425-
.99232-
.46052-
.95542-
.67596-
.29371-
.56227-
.54261-
.53216-
.46326-
.36866-
.73317-
.61034-
.86392-
.55665-
.03624-
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TABLE 18. The analytical integration for the resonance integral with

a 1/E weighting flux
TABLE 19. Walker's approximation for the reduced resonance integral

in the resolved region

• RESONANCE INTEGRAL CALCULATION

The integration of a Breit-Wigner cross' section, weighted over a

standard flux 1/E, can be carried through explicitly. Assuming the

cross section given by

oCE) - o r ^ . with o , E r, r constants

we have, for integration between the limits E. and E, :

E,

with the proviso that E is positive and when either of the inverse

tangents has negative argument it lies in the quadrant TT/2 to IT .

In the above expression

For resonance above 1 ev, the contribution of the k

Breit-Wigner resonance to the reduced resonance absorption integral,

in barns, is given by

Here r and T are the partial widths for neutron scattering ani

radiative capture, respectively, measured in milli-eV, T is the

total width of the resonance in milli-eV, and for fission product

nuclei is equal to the sum of r and F
n Y

E is the energy in eV

at which the cross section is a maximum; and g* is a function of

the spin states J and J of the target and compound nuclei respec-

tively (J = J ± 1/2 for 1=0 neutrons) given by

23. + 1

For all even-even nuclei (J,= 0) g*=1; for the remainder, g* is

calculated where J is known but otherwise is assumed-to take the

value 1/2.

Each resonance also contributes to the 2200 m/s cross section

an amount (a ) barns, given by
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TABLE 20. Walker's approximation for the resonance integral due

to the unresolved part of resonances

Using the average cross section given by Sampson and Chernick

(1958) for 1=0 neutrons (which does not take into account stati-

stical fluctuations in the reduced neutron width T° (equals r //E ) )
n n r

and integrating over a I/E spectrum, the reduced resonance absorption

integral for the unresolved levels, above energy E , say, is given by
L

2g*r°

I' « -4090 ( -) ( a - ln(l+a))
unres. ^

Fiai

where a

r /Ë
n L

° and are the average reduced neutron and radiative capture widths

in milli-eV, and D is the average level spacing. D and E are in units

of electron volts. Since the approximations made concerning the orbital

angular momentum of the neutrons ( 1 = 0 only) and the statistical varia-

tion of reduced neutron widths introduce errors more or less equal in

magnitude but opposite in sign, no serious error arise in using this

expression for I'

unres.
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